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CHAPI'ER I 
THE UNIT ORGANIZATION OF TWO TOPICS FOR GRADE ELEVEN: 
HUMOR IN LITERATURE 
Purpose. -- The aia of this paper is to construct two units 
on humor for use in teaching literature in grade eleven. Two 
secondary ai. ms are: (1) to outline the relevance of' humor to the 
teaching of' the language arts in general, and to the teaching of 
American literature in particular, and (~) to summarize much of 
the re~earch on the development of' American humor. y 
Introduction. -- Constance Rourke, in the introduction to 
her definitive v-.rork, American Humor, says: 
11 
••• humor is one of' those oonoei ts which give form and 
f'lawor to an entire character ••• There is scarcely an aspect 
of' the American character to which humor is not related, 
few which in some sense it has not governed a" 
Yet this recognition of' humor as an important element in the 
definition of' American character has come only within the last 
few years. Humor, written for its own sake, and humorists themselves, 
have long been suspect in the literary milieu. Oliver Wendell 
· y 
Holmes, am::>ng the first of' our urban humorists, commented: 
"There are obvious reasons why all reputable authors 
are ashwned of being funny. The clown knows very well 
y Constance Rourke, _Al_!lerican Humor, Doubleday a:rxl Company, 
Incorporated, Garden -City, 1943, P• 9. 
y Stephe11 Leacock, "American Humour," Essays ~ Literary: Studies, 
John Lane Company, New, York, 1916, P• 103. 
that the women are not in love with him, but with Hamlet, 
the gloomy fellow yonder in the black coat and the plumed hat." y 
E.B.White, another creator of Americanwit, comments: 
"I am sure there isn't a humorist alive but can recall 
the day in the early stages of his career when someone he 
loved and respected drew, him anxiously into a corner and 
asked him when he was 'going to write something serious.• 
That day is memorable, for it gives a man pause to realize 
that the bright star he is following is held to be in other 
than first magnitude." 
Yet, as Constance Rourke suggests, humor has psychological 
and historical implications of some magnitude. It is one of the 
most powerful weapons of criticism and self ... analysis that man y 
possesses. Says Albert Rapp: 
"It is ••• a;, poisonous weapon capable of e.ausing great 
injury. In view of these unusual powers, both for evil and 
for good, it is of some advantage that its nature be more 
clearly understood." 
Humor is, moreover, an index to the traditions, folkways, and 
beliefs of a people. It catalogues their fears, their visions, 
their insecurities. It is a history of their struggle to survive 
and create, of their national differences, of the common denomina• 
tors of their living. Of our own distinctive type of humor it has y 
been said: 
1J E.B. and K.S. White, Editors, ! Subtreasury of American H~oE_, 
Tudor Publishing Company, New York, 1946, P• xiv. 
y Albert Rapp, Ela_ .£!'.i$.in!'. t~t;_ !f,!_t and ~:fiumop_, E. P .Dutton and Company, 
New York, 1951, p.22. 
~Robert E. Spiller, Willard Thorp, Thomas H. Johnson and Henry 
Seidel Canby, Editors, "Humor," Literary History of the United States, 
vole II, The Macmillan Company, New York, 1948, P• 728. 
''lVIo re effectively even than folklore -- from vlhich it 
has persistentl y borrowed -- .Ame ri can humor from col oni a l 
day s to t he present has acted as a catalytic agent for the 
changes in our expanding ha tion and its pe oples. 11 
~~icatio~. - - There is a vast lear ning po.ten·bial in the 
study of humor . The range of p ossibilities is suggested below .. 
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The standard techniques of humor ~ eY~ggerati on, understateme~t, 
vrordp l ay, bad grrumnar and spe lling, are recog1uzable and acceptab le 
in humor ous context. Yet any teache r of English knows that unin-
tentional puns , dangling modifiers, illogical transitions, absurd 
f i gures of speech are , out of context, comw_on ~Titing errors . A 
student, unimpressed by countless admo1ntions on su ch errors$ may 
be i.rnpressed by s eeing them as Ul~intended potential humor. N. L . y 
Story obse:nres: 
"The teacher who carries as a re gular stock-in-trade a 
good collection of such examples will find students particul ar-
l y appreciative, a..-·1.d more often than not, will leave them 
rather ~npressed by the fact that mistakes have the potenti a l-
ity of maki ng one l ook s omewhat ridiculous." 
On a broader level o f criticism, a consci ousness o f the tech-
the standard l iterary t :y-pe s • 
a sharper~ more r ealistic view of 
- ?:! 
J .E . Warren~ Jr •, v« i tes: 
niques o f ht.-unor >vi 11 encourage 
" •• • I take pai ns to caricature ear·ly i n a cour se the 
dusty triteness of the Western story, fr om its grey- eyed, 
narro-vV- hippe d hero a!l_d his t w·o pearl-hand l ed revolvers to the 
ever-p1~ s en~ ' rustling ' -which c~nters about a mysterious ( t o 
absolutely no one) ' Hidden Valley. ' The vmo-d one-it can be 
aJrnost as severely and succes sfully derided, 1vith i ts 
1 l'I . L. Story , "Cornie Example in English, 11 Journal ::_f Education, 
Apr il, 1950), 133: 106. 
?} J.E . Viarren, Jr., 11The En._gl ish Teacher as a Humori s ·t ~ 11 Clearing 
House , (October , 19 49 ) , 24 : 85 . · 
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scientifically e xacti n g an d i nescapab l e detectiYes , its bungling 
c onstables, its lovely but suspicious and suspect heroine." 
At the same time t hat students are encouraged to read critically 
they are a lso encouraged t o read for fun. Representin g the National y 
Council of Teachers of English> Dora V. Smith says: 
ttwe hope, ab ove a ll, to deve lop a personal habit of reading 
for sheer fun as wel l as for i n formation and enli ghtenment,. vlhich 
vnll bring ••• deeply .personal satisfactions , so long as readi ng 
days shall last." · · 
Added to the fore goin g Yalue of humor is its 
?} 
people.. In studies made by Ruth ·wells , Philomena ]1. 
j) 
appeal to y oung 
. y 
Co1avita, 
and George W. Norvell, humor ranked among the first reading choices 
21 
for }roung people of a ll a ge l eve ls. Ruth Wells, moreowr , fo und 
that vlhi 1e young people of hi gh~r i ntelli gence teT!..d to appreciate 
more keenly the subtler types of humor, children of all me ntal levels 
can enjoy i t and respond t o it. 
y 
Supporting this . ·vi evr, J .E • Harren, Jr., 
a dd s that to the chi ld of lower menta l cal ibre, 
y Dora V. Smith, .. "Basic Considerations in Curr iculum :Making i n the 
L_qnguage Arts ," Englisi: Jour:rial, (March, 19 48), 37:116. 
y Ruth Wells, "A Study o f Tastes in Humor ous Literature am ong Pupi ls 
of Junior and Seni or High Schools, 11 Journal of Educa tiona l Resear.ch, 
(Oct ober, 1934), 28:81-91. 
3 / Phi l a.1'Jlena M. Colavi ta, Measurement of Pupil Interests in Types of 
'S'e l ections at ·Grade 9 Level"b'V"Ballot Method to Determine Pupi l _Pr.;;...;:.e...,f;..;e:..;:r;..e:..:n::;.c.:.e.:.., 
- -.I<- - - --::;~::-::--- _.......__ 
Unpu'J?lished Master 1 s Thesis, Boston University , 1951. · 
4/ Ge orge w. Norvell, 11 '.rhe Tvve lve Year Study of Children 's Reading 
Interes ts ., 11 EngJ:lsh Jouri1al, (De cember, 1946 ), 35 :531-536. 
!}) ::iuth "/'fells, .£.E_. ~·, p . 90_-
!i/ J .E.Warren.., Jr., ~· cit., P • 84. 
" ••• the mere observation that his classmates and teachers 
are in good humor is often of therapeutic value far beyond the 
offerings of many a psychiatrist." 
Students of humor recognize its close relationship to the 
myster.ies of human behavior and human failure. The human quirks, 
foibles and irrationalities which provide much of the material of 
humor lie many times perilously close to tragedy. Observes James }/ 
Thurber: 
"I think humor is the best the:t lies closest to the 
familiar, to that part of the familiar which is humiliating, 
distressing, even tragic. Humor is a kind of emotional 
chaos talked about calmly and quietly in retrospect." 
y' _ 
E.B.~~ite touches the same thought: 
"Practically everyone is a manic depressive of sorts, 
with his up moments and his down moments, and you certainly 
don't have to be a humorist to taste the sadness of situation 
and mood •••• if a humorous piece of writing brings a person 
to the point where his emotional responses are untrustworthy 
and seem likely to break over into the opposite realm, it is 
because humorous writing, like poetical writing, has an 
extra content. It plays, like an active child, close to the 
big hot fire which is Truth. And sometimes the reader feels 
the heat." 
Of the im~ortanoe to the student of this facet of humor, 
. y 
Winifred Nash writes: 
"Insofar as a pupil fails to .understand humor he fails 
to understand life-situations and to interpret character; 
he is intolerant; his personality is dwarfed, or lopsided. 
I believe, therefore, that educating a pupil ' s sense of humor 
y Max Eastman, The Enjoyment of L9. ughter, Simon and Schuster, 
Nev1~York, 1937, p. 342. 
y' E.B.)'fnite, 2.£• cit., p. xviii. 
3/ Winifred Nash, "Educating the High School Student's Sense of Humor," 
1bglish Journal, (March 1938), 27:245. 
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is not a matter of minor importance# to be considered if and 
when time permits, but that it should be a major objective in 
the teaching of English. To quote Leacock again: 'Teaching 
humor does not mean teaching people to make fun of things# but 
to understand things. Humor, at its best, is prurt of the in-
terpretation of life.'" 
The student who recognizes such associations, and who can relate 
his private shortcomings to the larger scheme, who can grasp the in-
congruities in his own existence and be amused by them, is well on 
the way to becoming an adult who can approach his problems and defeats 
intelligently and philosophically • "I laugh because I must not cry, n 
said Lincoln, and the lesson is a valuable one. In this context 
humor is indeed a serious business. 
Finally, humor, like folk-lore, is th&t portion of a nation's 
literary heritage which most closely records its social growth. 
American humor in particular has been a people's humor, distinctive 
y . 
and sharply expressed. Fred L~is Pattee, writing in the 1890's, 
was aware of these roots: 
"The most original literary achievement of the present 
period, the one perhaps that will stand most sharply permanent 
when the era fades farther into the past has been called 
'literature of the soil' ••• it remains to consider one more 
literary product that smacks of the soil -- the work of the 
American humorist." y 
Constance Rourke summarizes the thought of modern students: 
11Humor has been a fashioning instrument in America, 
cleaving its way through the national life, holding tenacious-
ly to the spread elements of that life •••• A characteristic 
1/ Fred ~vis Pattee, ~ History of American Literature, Silver~Burdett 
and Company, New York, 1896, P• 448. 
y Constance Rourke, .££.• cit., P• 231-232. 
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humor has emerged, quiet, explosive, competitive, often 
grounded in good humor, still theatrical at bottom and full 
of large fantasy." 
For more than one hundred years, our recorded laughter has 
been the product of men with healthy imaginations, sharp wits and 
picaresque ~istories. Such comic characters as Artemus Ward, Sam 
Slick, Jack Downing, Josh Billings and Bill Arp were created by 
men who saw the color and crudity of a new nation, who heard the 
poetry of its homely, pungent, metaphorical language, who felt the 
strength and vitality of its people. Later, our humor was to be 
the product of men versed in letters and alert to the strains of 
a changing population. At all times, much of our humor has been 
unauthored, spoken from person to person, finding its way eventually 
into collections of folk humor. The satirical 1 athletic laughter 
which has been created has characterized a nation too young to be 
reverent, yet too old to be unwise. Such humor has turned not 
only on the solemn pomposities of the Old World, which it did de-
fensively, but on the crudities end excesses of the New, which it 
has done constructively. Our laughter has plunged deep into crit-
icism of the kind of human characteristics created by our society. 
In its inclusiveness, no groups have been omitted; yarns, legends 
and anecdotes have grawn around native Americans, immigrants, 
Negroes, heroes and scapegoats, the virtuous and the wicked. It y 
has been1 ·9y this fact, democratic. Says Constance Rourke: 
}/' Constance Rourke, ~· cit., P• 232. 
-a ... 
"It has engaged in warfare against the established herit-
age, against the bonds of pioneer existence. Its objective 
••• the unconscious objective of a disunited people ••• has 
seemed to be that of creating fresh bonds, a new unity, the 
semblance of a society and the rounded completion of an Ameri-
can type." y 
We are, said Fred Lewis Pattee, a nation of j okers. A sense 
of humor is socially mandatory to most Americans. Yet behind the 
wide grin, the deep chuckle and the hearty bellow lies a vein of 
emotion and sympathy which invariably accompanies a sharp aware-
ness of the ridiculous. Such an awareness is unconsciously, almost 
· instinctively, ours. 
"It is ••• the addition of imaginative sympathy to a sense 
of reality, the acceptance of a common denominator in a. people 
of innumerable origins and widespread regions that makes 
American humor important, not only for a student of what 
Whitman called 'These States,' but for the student of man-
kind. " y 
Scope and .::limitations. -- This thesis presents t vm examples 
of one type of organization, the unit. These eleventh-grade units 
are untested. The material has been considered in relation to the 
skills of reading, writing, speaking and listening., but primarily 
to reading. It has been correlated with humor in music and art, as; 
well as with that in radio and television. 
:Moreover., this thesis litilizes only a small part of the vast 
quantities of humorous material in foreign and .American literature. 
It is concerned only with humor in such sources as folklore, ve,rious 
ethnic and racial customs, and not with the sources themselves. 
1/ Fred Lewis Pattee, ..£R,• ~., P• 449 . 
5:/ Robert o. Spiller, ~· ,§J, ... ,££• cit., p. 728. 
Definitions. -- The two subsequent units are based on the 
. jj 
pattern outlined by Roy o. Billett in his book~ Fundamentals of 
Secondary-School Teaching. The following definitions~ as they 
apply in the units~ are taken from that soure:e: 
"The Unit. The so-called unit ••• is the best word 
picture of~ real unit of learning~ which the teacher was 
able to make at the time •••• It represents the teacher's goal 
stated in terms of a desirable change to be made in the pupil 
in concept or skill~ and hence in resultant ideal~ attitude 
or appreciation." 
"The Delimitation of the Unit. The delimitation of a 
unit is:i statement of the-resser-learning products which are 
components of the unit and which are to be ~e the direct 
object of instruction •••• The items of the delimitation are 
obtained by the process of analysis; ••• each item of the 
delimitation is stated in one or more complete declarative 
sentences~ preferably employing a vocabulary which the pupils 
may be expected to be able to use, at least when they have 
finished with the corresponding unit assignment." 
"Incidental ~ Indirect Learning Products ••• • 
incidental learning products ••• fortuitous or adventitious 
learning likely to take place even though it is not the 
direct object of instruction •••• indirect learning products ••• 
certain ideals, or attitudes. or appreciations to which the 
increments of meaning, insight, or skill which are the unit 
and its delimitation may contribute." 
"Optional Related Activities. • .. activities in which 
the pupils .engage solely because they want to." 
"Core Activities. • •• that part of the unit assignment 
in which it is expected that most pupils perhaps all 
pupils -- will engage directly •••• " 
1/ ~oy o. Billett, Fundamentals of Secondary-School Teaching 
Houghton Mifflin Company~ Boston~ ~4Q IP~ rm;;oos (Italics his.) 
CHA.Pl'ER II 
HUMOR IN TEE LANGUAGE ARTS PROGRAM 
Education in~ democracy.-- Paramount in the growth of educa-
tion during the 19th century were two concepts. One was the belief 
that education was the right of every person, the other was the 
awareness that this education must include training for active cit-
:LzeD.Ship. While in the main most cultures have emphasized educa-
tion for social competence, seldom before in our history had the y 
task assumed such complexity. Robert c. Pooley. writing in 1939• 
commented in retrospect: 
"Educational theory of the last two decades has issued 
more challenges of a startling nature to teachers than was 
true of the two centuries preceding. Within 20 years we have 
had to meet, study, and assimilate several new psychologies• 
at least one new sociology, and a score of isms." 
As early as 1911, the Committee of Nine on the Articulation y 
of the High School and the College of the NEA had formulated its 
definition of the duty of the tax-supported high school in a. 
democracy: 
jJ Robert c. Pooley 1 "Varied Patterns of Approach in the Teaching 
of Literature," English Journal, (May, 1939), 28:34ZO. 
ij C.D. Kingsley, (Chairman), "Report of the Committee of Nine on 
the Articulation of High School and College of the National 
Education Association, 11 Addresses and Proceedings, National 
Education Association, 1911, P• 561. 
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11 
••• to give every student instruction carefully designed 
to return to society intelligent, able-bodied, and progressive 
citizens •••• In our industrial democracy the development of 
individual aptitudes and unique gifts is quite as iw~ortant 
as the development of the common elements of culture." 
By 1935 the Educational Policies Commission of the IfJ&A had 
af'firmed in its three year study the social orientation of American y 
education. Less than ten years later, the same commission stated y 
the basic aim of the public school: 
" ••• the .American public school, through its life and 
program, should proceed deliberately to foster and strengthen 
all those physical, intellectual and moral traits which are 
the substance of a democracy. • •• to incorporate into the 
behavior of boys and girls and youth the great pattern of 
democratic living and faith." 
The changing role of the language arts • -- While all of the 
subject matter areas were deeply affected by the changing philosophy, 
the language arts were perhaps most deeply influenced• Long com-
prised of intensive study of a few classics and formal rhetoric, the 
public school English curriculumwas still primeri~ the classic 
y. 
course of study of the academies. Says J.N. Hook of this progr~: 
"It was the influence of the defunct Latin grammar s·chooli-. 
plus changing college entrance requirements that caused classic$ 
of literature to be widely s.tud;ie<l in the aoad1emies.;." 
y Educational Policies Commission, The Purpose· of Education in 
American Democracy, National Education Association, l9S8. 
5/ Educational Policies Commission, Education~ All .\merican 
Youth, National Education Association, 1944., 
~ J.N. Hook,~ Teaching of High School English, Ronald Press 
Company, New York, 19501 P• 4. 
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In 1911 a small group of teachers, deeply concerned by the dis~ 
pari·ty between what students needed to equip them for life and what ]/ 
they received, joined in concert to raise standards. The group# the 
National Council of Teachers of English, w~ .s active enough to spon-
sor, in 1917, the Hosie Report . The Report, a scholarly, conscienti:oos 
exam ination of needs in the English curriculum, e~~hasized the role 
of literature, and urged child-centered reading which would stir and 
activate the student while appealing to his personal needs and y §/ 
interests . Ruth Weeks repeated the plea of the Hosie Eeport: 
11 
••• we must drop the formal aspects: of English tee.ching, 
select our reading more variously so as to keep within the 
range of childish interests, and yet stimulate to intellectual 
grovrth and effort, and tra in the child from the first to a. 
thorough apprehension of the things he reads." 
The widening scope of "English, 11 now implicit in the;;errn. 
"language arts," appeared in a statement by Dora v. Smith in 1942. 
J>..ffirming the basic role of language in democratic 1i ving, Miss Smith 
noted that: 
"It is imperative that young people acquire in the highest 
degree commensurate with their ability the power to read intelli ... 
gently, to interpret meaning accurately, to examine critically 
what they read, and to apply it to socially desirable purposes." 
1/ Ibid. J p. 9. 
5( James F. Hosie, Reorganization of English in Seconda~y Schools, 
Bulletin, 1917, Number 2, United States Bureau of Education, passim. 
:§/Ruth Mary Weeks, Socializing the Three~~ Macmillan Compe.ny, 
Nevr York~ 1919, P• 77. 
jj' Dora V. Smith, "Basic Aims for English Instruction in .~erican 
Schools 1 " English Jm.:trnal, (January, 1942), 31:40. 
In criticism of curricula still based on the formal stand~ds y 
of a patrician school system. Miss Smith commented: 
"Language study in the schools must be based on the 
language needs of the living. • •• The vital progr~ in language 
uses every kind of experience significant in the life of the 
individual. At the swme time . it aims to provide new and 
enriching experiences within the English classroom. II 
By 1950, educators were even more aware of the complexities of 
modern living as they surveyed the implications of mass communica-
tion and the increasing demands upon youth of a technical age. y 
Said Lou LaBrant of t his situation : 
'We who teach English must remember constantly that we are 
in a sta-g~ of civilization where language skills have suddenly 
become so complex that the English speaking child of this 
generation has the most difficult language problem ever faced 
by any generation of children •••• n · y 
Summarized Angela Broening: 
"The change in the organizational pattern of today's 
English was brought about by the nearly 3000% increase ·in 
high school population; the impact of mass modes of communi-
cation-- movies. radio and TV; the growing understanding of 
the physical. mental and emotional characteristics of children; 
and the assumption by teachers of their responsibility to 
position their subject within the framework of America 's and 
the world 's problems." 
The most comprehensive statement of the goals of English 
instruction came in 1950 with the publication by th~ National Council 
of the ten desired outcomes of language arts teaching. The title of' 
}) ~., P• 42:. 
!:/ lou LaBrant , We Teach English, Harcourt, Brace and Company • 
New York, 1951~ P• 13. 
y Angela Broening, "Trends in Secondar~r School English, 11 National 
Education Association Journal, (December, 1949), 38:666. 
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y' 
each of these outcomes indicates its scope~ These titles follow. 
"1. Mental and Emotional Stability ..... 
2. Dyngmic and Worthwhile Allegiances through Heightened 
Moral Perception and a. Personal Sense of Values. ••• 
3. Growing Intellectual Capacities and Curiosity. ••• 
4.. Increasingly Effective Use of Language for Daily 
Communication. ••• 
5. Habitual and Intelligent Use of Mass Modes of Co~~unication •••• 
6. Growing Personal Interests and Enjoyment. • •• 
7. Effective Habits of Work. ••• 
8. Social Sensitivity and Effective Participation in the 
Group Life •••• 
9. Faith in and Allegiance to the Basic Values of a Democratic 
Society •••• 
10. Vocational Efficiency. It • •• 
To those educators and administrator,s who recognize the cogency 
of these desired outcomes 1 basic changes have been necessary in all 
language arts instruction and particularly in literature instruction. 
Such changes have had their roots as early as the turn of the century. 
Reading and literature in the language ~· -- In a whimsical 
but perceptive comment on the history of literature in the schools, y 
Dora V. Smith says: 
y Dora V. Smith, An Outline of the Desirable Outcomes and Experiences 
in the Language Arts Which Will Be Illustrated in ~ Curriculum 
Study of the National Council of Teachers of English, (Coamunication 
No. 7) 1 Commission on the English Curriculum1 1~ TE1 no date . 
2/ Dora V. Smith1 "Bas ic Considere.tions in Curriculum Making in the 
T.anguage Arts," English Journal, (March1 1948) 1 37:118. 
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"Back in 1890 curriculum committees simply made out a 
list of classics and a logically organized array of topics 
in grammar and assigned certain items to each grade ••• 
••• We studied what the colleges wanted and then concerned 
ourselves with determining prerequisites for each of the earlier 
levels in turn. Small wonder that we developed strange humps 
in the otherwise gradual curves of learning, as teachers in 
Grades VI, IX and XII tried to press within the limits of nine 
months all that they feared the institutions higher up would 
expect their students to know." 
The redefinition of literature goals provided by the 
Hosie Report has been basic to teaching patterns since that time. 
Variously called the child-centered approach, the experience ap-
preach, the activities approach, contemporary techniques of 
literature instruction have emphasized the child's response to 
literature rather than the reputation or the age of the literature 
y' 
itself. The ,National Council comments: · 
"The teaching of literat ure must bring books and readers 
together in a way that will have meaning for the individual, 
that will arouse curiosity and the desire for further reading. 
The reaction between the individual and the book is exceedingly 
important whether he be in the elementary school, the high 
school, or the college." 
Implicit in this redefinition of the goals of literature 
instruction has been the concept of literature as guidance. Litera-
ture and literature instruction which stimulates the child's 
imagination, which stirs him to search deeply into his mvn ambitions 
and drives, which provides an outlet for his thoughts and emotions, 
which moves him to habitual, thoughtful reading as inspiration and 
1/ Dora V. Smith, Director, The English Language Arts, The Commission 
on the English Curriculum of the National Council of Teachers of 
English, Appleton-Century-Crofts, Inc., New York, 1952, p. 375. 
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release, have become the major objectives of the reading program. y 
Dora V. Smith remarks: 
"We want our pupils to develop through reading and 
literature a personal sense of values by discovering in the 
literary works of both past and present what man has sought 
and found good and what man has craved and found wanting. 
We hope they may respond to and find joy in an imaginative 
and interpretive a~ch to experience, so that their lives 
may be enriched and t heir emotions deepened. We want them 
to come to an understanding of themselves in particular and 
of human nature in general ••• We hope, above all, to 
develop a personal habit of reading for sheer fun as well 
as for information and enlightenment, which will bring them 
deeply personal satisfaction so long as reading days shall 
last." 
Another change in emphasis, not only in literature teaching 
but in all subject fields has been the growing awareness of, and 
adjustment to, individual differences. One result of this recog-
nition of the vast differences and needs of all children has been 
the inclusion in the literature program of a large body of reading 
material chosen for its appeal to a variety of stages of student 
interest, abilities, and needs. On the matter of selection, the y 
National Council comments: 
11 To parallel the range in ability of pupils, the teacher 
of literature has a wealth of material to make use of in good 
books ••• classic ••• or wholesome recent materials, well 
written and on the level of the students' experience. Selec-
tion is based on the hope that the book, old or n~•, will 
reach the individual r eader at his particular stage of develop-
ment or for his particular purpose." 
Parallel with this recognition of individual differences have 
lJ Dora V. Smith, "Basic Considerations in Curriculum Making," p. 11. 
y Dora V. Smith, The English Lang~~ Arts, P• 380. 
j ' 
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been at least two signi f icant innovations~ one, the creation and 
distribution of literature written largely for young adults, and 
two, the adoption of both extensive and intensive class reading 
for literature study. 
The history of literature used for children's instruction, 
from the time of Pilgrim's Progress, through the New England 
Primer and Elsie Dinsmore, has suggested great concern with the 
imposition of adult moral st~ndards on children, little concern 
y' 
for the interests or needs of youthful readers. Only recently 
has literature designed for older adolescents, keyed to their 
particular abilitie~ been considered an acceptable part of the 
literature program. In defining this new reading area, Blanche y · 
Vfeekes says: 
"Literature for children, then, is to be regarded as 
that body of literature, old or new, which, by drawing upon 
their experiences both emotional and intellectual, children 
can understand, interpret, enjoy, and therefore, appreciate. 
The difference lies primarily in the choice and treatment of 
content." 
The corollary of literature written express,ly for young people 
has been the development in schools of programs of extensive read-
Y 
ing, defined in the Encyclcpcdia of Nmdern Education as 'wide 
reading in a variety of sources." 
1/ May Hill Arbuthnot, Children-and Books, Scott, Foresman and 
Company, Chicago, 1947. 
5/ Blanche E. Weekes, Literature and the Child, Silver, Burdett 
and Company, New York, 1935, p. 2-.-- ---
2/ H@,rry N. Rivlin, Editor, "Extensive Reading, 11 Encyclopedia of 
Modern Education, Philosophical Library Incorporated, New York:-
1943, p. 652. 
Begun in the early 1900's with ~e addition to specified 
. y' 
classics of collateral reading, extensive reading has provided 
the most practical solution to the problem of individual differ-
ences in literature instruction. In its favor, in addition to the 
measure of personal adjustment it offers, have been the depth of 
vicarious experiences it has provided and the enthusiasm its use 
has created in young people toward learning in general and books 
fl 
in particular. 
The experimental climate which encouraged the inclusion of 
extensive reading in the literature program has fostered also a 
variety of curriculum organizations, each one an attempt to pro-
vide the greatest amount of adjustment to the differences among 
students. Based variously around types, themes, common essentials 
with special interest options, problems and experiences, the 
organizations have all attempted to combine in some way differenti-
ated, vital literature with activities and projects designed to 
sharpen the critical faculties of students as well as to encourage 
their enjoyment of the material. 
·' The experiential approach, promulgated in 1935 by the National 
Council with the publication of the Experience Curriculum, was 
characterized by sue~ student-centered orientation. Organized 
around experience centered blocks of work, the Experience Curriculum 
1/ Lou LaBrant, 2J?.eOit., P• 22:9. 
y Harry N. Rivlin, E12.• cit., p. 652. 
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suggested the utilization of "experiences with and through stories, 
poems, plays, essays and books of information or discussion ad-
. F/ y 
dressed to the general reader.' Angela Broening summarized 
the philosophy of the program: 
r'The reader 's own ex per ienc e is the key to literary 
appreciation. He takes as much of a book as he can, re-
writing it, as it were, in the imagery of his own experience." 
The emphasis ~ .American literature. -- In conjunction vri th 
the emphasis on aiding students here and now came the promotion of 
:Y 
contemporary literature and American literature. Averring that 
" ••• since the spiritual defense of our democracy depends 
upon each generation's rediscovery of the basic tenets re-
corded in the literature and institutions of this country ••• 11 y 
the National Council stated that 
"•• .it is a major function of the teacher of English so 
to guide pupils in their literary experience that the demo-
cratic spirit may not perish." 
y' 
Perhaps because of the urgency of war, the National Council 
in 1942 encouraged emphasis on English and .American literature to 
1/ Vv. Wilbur Hatfield, Chairman, An Ex£erience Curriculum in English, 
A Report of a Commission of the National Council of Teachers of 
English. Appleton-Century-Crofts, Inc., Naw York, 1935, p. 17. 
• y Angela M. Broening, Chairman, Conducting Experiences .!!! English, 
A Report of a Committee of the National Council of Teachers of 
English. Appleton-Century-Crofts, Inc., New York, 1939, P• 4. 
:§/National Council of Teachers of English, 11General Report, 1940, 11 
English Journa~, (February, 1941), 30:37. 
j_/ Ibid., P• 37. 
I 
5/ Dora V. Smith, "Basic Aims for English Instruction . 'in .Amei1can 
-s'chools," passim .. 
.-, 
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illumine the contemporary scene, while students themselves urged 
y' 
the regular inclusion of such material. 
The National Council confirmed the trend toward contemporary 
and American literature in 1950. Noting the decline of. the survey 
approach and the burgeoning of theme organizations at both the y 
high school and college levels, the National Council reported that 
"The development of American literature and students ' 
responses to it have been one of the conspicuous facts of 
the past generation." 
HUmor in American literature. Running through American 
literature at all times has been a char acteristically pointed, 
earthy realism which has been interwoven with two related strands. 
One has been our folklore; the other is what has only lately been 
defined and analyzed as typically American humor. A strain charac-
terized by its shrewdness and sharp social perception, American y 
humor has been described by Max Eastman as 
"That robust and jovial humor, distinguished 'offhand by 
its recklessness, its willingness to take things laughingly 
right up to death 1 s door and the throne of God, and trust for 
redemption not in some saving delicacy of expression, or some 
gentlemanly polish,. or ultimate reverence for tx:-uth or the 
angels, but in an underlying faith in social laughter -- 11 
Thomas Merton 1 s Maypole at Ma-re Mount, William Byrd 1 s 
journals and Franklin's letters, full of sharp wit and satire, 
_!/ M. Isabelle Hall, "Contemporary Literature from the Pupil's 
Point of Vi eN," English ~ournal, (May, 1941), 30 :373. 
~ Dora V. Smith, English Language Arts, p. 165. 
Y Me:; Eastman , .£E.· .92:!•, pp. 99-100 .. 
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have been suggested as the fi r s·b forms of written humor in 
11 
.American literature. While classic in derivation, they form, 
with Irving's Knickerbocker History of the next century, an early 
heritage of satire and parody, characteristics broadly categoriz-
ing much .American humor. Songs parodying folk material, Cheyy 
Chas e, The Vicar of Bra~ and Yankee Doodle, were extant in the 
- y 
Colonial period. 
The major development in this history was the birth of Jonathan, 
the Yankee, whose sack of trinkets, sharp insular wit and peculiar y 
fluency pervaded the nation. His origin obscure, Constance Rourke 
has nevertheless pictured him: 
"He was consistently a mythical figure; he appeared i n 
the forms of expression taken by a myth, in cycles and short 
tales, fables and plays. Plain and pawky, he was an ideal 
image, a self-image, one of those symbols which people spon-
taneously adopt and by which in some measure they live. Over-
assertive yet quiet, self conscious, full of odd new biases, 
he talked--this mythical creature; that was one secret of his 
power." 
It was the Yankee, with his constant flow of shar p conunent, 
his homespun criticism, his defensiveness, who became a legend, who 
cr.ept into plays as the representation of .Americ~ who became the' 
/· 
prototype of the ~rican, laughable, unfinished, undisciplined, 
yet in~xplioably powerful, and whose protean forms as a peddler, 
sailor, wool-dealer, and Green Mountain farmer carried him into 
y Robert E. Spiller,~~., Literary History of the United States. 
y Ibid. 
§/ Constance Rourke, .£12.. cit., p. 35. 
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every corner of American living. Somewhere a long the ,Hay his talk 
exploded into metaphor; he absorbed the poetry of a new l anguage , 
couched in Shakespearean imagery born of intimacy with forests, 
thunder, savagery and the other phenomena of a huge, raw country . 
He began to be commercialized; his type, part legend and part fact, 
appeared not only in small town n~nspapers and strollers ' produc-
tions , but on the European stage and lecture platform. A Srum Slick 
broadside in London displays not only the vocabulary and imagery of y 
the Yankee humorist but the precocious quality of his n~rness : 
''VVe Yankees are a tarnation cute race; we make our 
fortune with the right hand, and lose it with left ••• we 
Yankees don't do things like you Britishers; we are born 
in a hurry, educated at full speed, our spirit is at high 
pressure, and our life resembles a shooting star, till 
death surprises us like an electric shock ••• I am Sam Slick 
the Yankee peddler - I oan ride on a flash of lightning 
and catch a thunderbolt in m:y fist." 
Hard on the dusty heels of the Yankee came his backwoods 
counterpart and rival, popularly symbolized by Davy Crockett, but y 
larger in dimensions than even this giant of folklore. A power-
ful, fearless hunter, dedicated to honesty, invariably illiterate, 
the legendary backwoodsman was closely connected with Cooper's 
Natty Bumpo in literature. He became America,as it wanted to 
see itself, in silhouette. His loneliness, his daily brushes with 
vast physical terrors, created in him a pathetic yearning for talk 
which rapidly grew to hyperbole. Lying became customary; a good 
]:/Constance Rourke, ,£E.• cit., P• 66. 
y Robert E. Spiller, llll•, .£E_. cit., p. 737. 
y 
lie was an art., a huge one was a story. ·writes Constance Rourke: 
"Horror, terror, death, were written large in the rivers 
and forests. Yet the backwoodsman kept a comic oblivious 
tone; he seemed to possess; 'a certain jollity of mind, pickled 
in a scorn of fortune.' A traveler floundering through the 
mire of a cypress swamp in Ohio saw a beaver hat lying crown 
upward in the mud. It moved, and he lifted it with his whip. 
Underneath was a man's head-- a laughing head that cried, 
•Hello, stranger !1 The traveler offered his assistance, but 
the head declined, saying that hehad a good horse under him." 
The story earned a label: the tall tale. Tall it was, not 
indigenously American, but seldom exploited elsewhere as it was in 
America. A fabulous yarn told with a straight face, even to its 
grotesque, fantastic ending; this was the American tall tale. 
y' 
Constance Rourke continues: 
'~ny of the tales and much of the talk verged toward 
that median between terror and laughter which is the grotesque; 
and some plunged into the monstrous ••• The usual manner was 
impersonal--take it or leave it. A bright trail of fact 
usually fixed the attention of the listener; and this trail 
seemed natural." 
21 Max Eastman, in a comment on American humor, describes it 
as "the primitive vigor of imagination and the mature enjoyment of 
nonsense • 11 Such might well define the tall tale, whose heroes be-
came to American tradition what Becwvulf was to his. David Crockett, 
unable himself to distinguish the facts of his life from the legends, 
Mike Fink, the last of the boatmen, Sam Patch, who jumped the 
Niagara and came up in China, Sam< Slick, Yankee peddler with a 
y Constance Rourke, _££• cit., p. 40. 
y' Ibid., P• 49. 
y !J&ax Eastman, .£12.• cit., p. 174. 
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bag full of magic, Paul Bunyan of immigrant straint these passed 
into legend because Americans needed laughable , laughing common 
heroes. The early 30's and 40's bristled with tall tales in both 
the West and East , at the same time, significantly, that popular 
];/ 
declamation was in its heyday. 
While this variety of folk humor was born in talk, it grew 
in print. Inextricably entangled with Jacksonian democracy, \¥estern 
expansion, busts and booms, opinion from the 1820's to the 1850's 
was invariably expressed in small newspapers whose editors ware 
also columnists, reporters, and whose backgrounds were itinerant 
and cosmopolitan. Few of the~e names are remembered, except that 
of .Charles Farrar Browne, creator of Artemus Ward, yet these men 
created the bulk of American writing in their period and as surely y 
influenced much of the rest. Notes James Aswell: 
"Some of the best writing of the period went, gratis, to 
newspapers ,and periodicals under pen names and anonymity. 
The authors were tramp printers, soldiers, reporters, preachers, 
doctors, editors, lawyers, politicians, merchants, swindlers, 
steamboat captains, actors, schoolmasters. They rubbed elbows 
daily with the vigorous life of their times and reported it 
with shrewdly humorous insight. In laughing at the hurlyburly 
of America, they knowingly laughed at themselves, as part and 
parcel of it. That is the core of our native sense of humor. 11 
Through all of the comic devices of this family of characters 
created by newspapermen, such characters as Ward, Jack Downing, 
Bill NYe, Petroleum Nasby, Sut Lovingood, Josh Billings, Bill Arp, 
Y Constance Rourke, ..£.£• ~., p. 60. 
y' James R. Aswell, Editor, Native American Humor, Harper and Brothers, 
Publishers, New York, 1947, p. xi-xii. 
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through the misspellings, regionalisms, illiteracies, varied but 
all basically alike, ran a .. ·Gasually veiled but large satire. 
11 
Seldom leveled against any popular institutions, tending always 
to deride the unfamiliar, this satire was nonetheless shrewd and 
unsentimental, broad as in V'festern humor 1 piercing as in Yankees y 
humor. Those who created it were among our first realists. 
They attempted to sketch the American character and to depict the y 
American scene, and in this they succeeded. 
Ylhile Ward, only one of the many commentators peculiar to 
almost every small newspaper, was basically similar to all of the 
rest of his tribe, he was nevertheless the only figure to gain 
foreign acclaim and to remain popular over the years in America. 
His creator, Charles Farrar Browne, was a Maine printer who crossed 
New England, went West, worked on the Cleveland Plain Dealer, and 
edited Vanity Fair. He lectured in churches and barrooms to wander-
y 
and participated with boots and brains in the whole American pageant. 
ing goldminers, was captured by Indians, traveled among the Mormons 
He used his newspaper column to attack the administration, to tease 
foreigners and to spoof Americans; eventually he became a national 
hero. His lecture approach, as Artemus Ward, was familiar to those 
i/ Napier Wilt, Editor, Some American Humorists. Thomas Nelson and 
Sons, New York, 1929, p. xiii. 
y Ibid., p. xi. 
y Ibid., P• xi. 
4/ James Camden Hatten, Introduction, The Complete Works of Artemus 
Ward, (pseud.) Chatto &: Windus, London, 1922:. 
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who knew the techniques of tail tale telling it Said Fred Lewis 
.!1 
Pattee.c 
"'Art Ward, 1 as the propn.e"tior of the famous panorama, 
did not slap his knee and roar with the audience, but with 
a serious face and a somewhat melancholy voice, he recited 
his story, with a perplexed and a surprised look when his 
hearers found .anything in his remarks at which to laugh ••• " 
'Vfuimsical, droll, full of broadly innocent incongruities, 
Browne's humor was natural and inevitable. Beyond this personal 
ingredient, however, was a characteristic plausibility laced with · 
sharp turns and s udden climaxes which was to characterize all 
y' 
later humor. These stories, vast f antasies, were, in 
·. y their 
literary form, the .American short story. Shrewd bits of observa-
tion, each story bit deep into social absurdities. Couched in slow, 
drawling speech, each one represented quick, canny, artful thinking. 
Woven throughout this national pattern was the thread of 
Southern and Negro humor, sometimes seen in the lazy outline of 
Longstreet's Georgia Scenes , in the picaresque caricatures of 
Johnson Hooper and Simon Suggs, in the Negro minstrel songs created 
by white men and in the later trickster stories of Joel Chandler 
Y · 
Harris. 
Represented both in crackerbox humor and in more genteel 
jJ Fred Lewis Pattee, .££• ci~., P• 451. 
y' ~., P• 449. 
y' Morris Bishop, Editor, !=_Treasury of British Humor, Coward McCann 
Incorporated, New York, 1942, xxi. 
y Robert E. Spiller, ~ a.J.,., ,££• cit., Eassim. 
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expression, Southern humor was less serious than that of the Yankee, 
more parochial, less; interested in reform, but still mingled with y 
tall yarns and sturltts . It had a typically defensive regionalism, 
but it resembled in many ways the larger American view. The Negroes 
in particular sang their tall tales: Zip Coon parodied the saga of 
Davy Crockett, Dan Tucker combed his hair with the leg of a chair. 
Nonsense verses splattered their music, equivalent to Yankee jargon, y 
while many hymns and spirituals were allegories in miniature. 
Harris !' ' Bre'r Rabbit some years later was in the tradition of 
American satire, as pregnant with allusions to natural wonders as 
any tall tale. Later white oracles of the South were David Harum, y 
and Cobb's Judge Priest. 
This irregular pattern of types and locales was to continue 
through the 1860's • \"lhil e it lao ked finesse, it was intrinsic ally 
dramatic; the monologue and the anecdote were the fabric of art. 
; Moreover, it had served as communication among a people needing 
j y' 
laughter and expression. 
Into this midstream stepped Mark TwAin, whose stories were 
steeped in folklore and whose technique was that of the humorist, 
albeit with a keener sense of characterization. While Twain can 
not be categorized as a humorist primarily, his writing was still 
]} Napier Wilt, .2£• cit., passim. 
y Constance Rourke, ~· cit., P• 73. 
:§/Robert E. Spiller, .2.£• cit., P• 752. 
y' Constance Rourke, .£E.• cit., J;>f!ssjm. 
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the renewal of comic release, assuming, as in Innocents Abroad 
J 
the happy ignorance of lunerican speech and thinking, as in The 
Celebrated Jumping Frog of Calaveras County, the rambling patter 
of the tali tale, and in all his work, the casual, quick chattiness 
of the professional humorist. Not a social oritic, Twain was none-y 
theless a born satirist: the king and duke in Huckleberry~ 
are characteristic, for example, of an itinerant type which spotted 
.America and whose progress, resembled Tvtain' s own career. His 
humor was a careful arabesque of description and characterization; 
with the shrm~d eye for incongruity and absurdity shared both by 
the humorist and the adult who sees ilin:to the minds of children, 
Twain created an epic hero in ffuckleber~y Finn and a tradition of 
specific characterization borr~ted by Booth Tarkington in fiction 
and Clarence Day in fact. Of Twain's contribution as a humorist, 
y' 
William B. Cairns has said: 
"He took the so-called 'American humor' -- the humor of 
excessive statement and juxtaposition of irrelevant ideas --
and showed that in the hands of a literary artist it was a 
form worthy of respect." 
1/ 
It was in the early years of Twain's writing, during the 1870's, 
that American humor moved from the tale-spinning of a nation in the 
y Constance Rourke, 2.£• cit., p. 168. 
y Fred Lewis Pattee, ££• ~., p. 453. 
y William B. Cairns., A History of Amari~ Literature, Oxford 
University Press:, New York, 1921, P• 449. 
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y 
making to the sophistication of a nation urbanized. Irish 
immigrants were represented in the comments of Mr. Dooley~ Jews 
_y 
were depicted in the writing of Myra Kelley. By the turn of 
the century~ prolixity was outmoded; in its place came the short~ 
personal essay and the space-conscious editorial. American humor y 
had now become wit~ characterized from the 20 1 s by the barbs of 
Anita Loos~ the gay amor.alit:Jies of Don Marquis~ the sardonic satire 
of Ring Lardner~ by Benchley's urbanity and the zany personal world 
of Thurber~ and by the preoious, civilized brilliance of E.B .White. 
Regional in that it represented only the East and New York~ th~ 
humor evolved not from conscious social satire but from literary 
skillfulness:. Its popularity, it would seem~ has been in its 
portrayal of the suppressad lives of city dwellers, in its st~te~, 
ment that almost everyone lives a little desperately and that a 
few people recognize the faot. 
Few elements are more indefinable than humor~ fmv are more 
descriptive of a person or a nation• . It has been said that a 
nation's whole character may be summarized by what it laughs at;. 
American humor has been characteristically social~ never afraid 
. of broadness;, metaphor, imagination. It has been~ frequently~ 
unconscious humor~ often created to go no farther than the news-
paper office, realistic,sharp~ rising in folklore, flowing into 
y Robert E. Spiller, ~· ~., .Ql?• cit.~ pp.729-30. 
Y Il?_i~d·~' PP• 749-750. 
:§/ Ibid., P• 753. 
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.!1 
literature. Satirical yet sympathetic, it has, says Robert Spiller: 
" ••• strengthened itself on folklore and various emerging 
types, often crude, but nearly always sympathetic and kind and 
wise, until it has returned to the wits of the city ••• On the 
way it has j oined arms with the Yankee, the front i ersman , the 
Southwesterner, the children, the Negroes, the I rish, the Jews, 
the Italians and such genial folk heroes as David Harum, Judge 
Priest and Will Rogers ••• It has recorded all our follies, es-
pecially those of polit i cs, but also Prohibition, the snares of 
the gold digger and the ·underworld ••• It has not been afrai d of 
dialect or slang; it has glorified them. And always it has 
been democratic; it has made us one." 
Humor in ~ curriculum. -- This unique heritage has become a 
matter of study only within the last few decades, in connection with 
studies of American folklore. Prior to this, in colonial America and 
Puritan England, humor, with the exception of the chapbook tales, 
was acceptable only as a device for pointing up some moral. This 
didacti~ influenced also the Mother Goose tales some years later. 
With the inclusion in the late 1800's of Lewis Carroll and Edward 
Lear in the circle of children's writers, humor for its awn sake y 
became acceptable children's reading. 
The mental health value of humor was noted early in the 
:Y 
century. StephenS. Colvin, writing in 1907, said: 
"To educate in l;lumor is to f urni sh a H .. beral training; 
to humanize. The teacher can have no higher ideal than that 
of teaching his pupils to laugh aright; for he who laughs 
well laughs wisely, laughs magnanimously, laughs highly." 
y ~·· p. 757. 
2/ May Hill Arbuthnot, ,££• cit., pp. 14, 29-30. 
y Stephen S • . Colvin, "TheEducational Value of Humor," The Pedagogical 
Seminary, (December, 1907), 14:521. 
, .. 
.,.· 
Within recent years, fuller understanding of the students' 
need for release has encouraged the inclusion of humor in class-
room material~ while the redefinition of the role of literature 
has given it a mature position in the curriculum. 
Pupil preferences in humor have been cited earlier in this 
]/ 
thesis. These reading interests, coupled with the values of 
humor, were sufficiently persuasive to demand inclusion in the 
Experience Curriculum of two sections, one in grade six, the other y 
covering grades seven through twelve. In an elementary section 
entitled "Enjoying Humor of Various Kinds~" the Experience Curriculum 
lists the following primary objectives: 
"To have fun with queer-sounding jingles 
To enjoy newspaper comics 
To enjoy simpleton stories 
To sharpen the wits on riddles and similar witticisms ••• 
To enjoy the nonsense of Edward Lear and similar writers • •• 
To enjoy comic alli tera·tion, and al tarnation of words, es!fecially 
when it exaggerates 
To enjoy the reading and writing of parodies and limericks 
To enjoy t ales of exaggeration 
To enjoy humorous stories in which the fun arises as much 
from the characters as from the situation , 
To comprehehd and appreciate ironical stories." 
~ 
On the secondary level~ the Experience Curriculum cites as one 
of the objectives of its unit, "Giving Fancy Rein," 11to enjoy 
humorous fantasy in which exaggeration is the principal element. 11 
Readings include tall tales on Paul Bunyan, The Adventures of Baron 
~ee-p. 4. fc)otriotes 2, 3, and 4 of this thesis. 
y W. Wilbur Ha:t;field, An Experience CurriculUij PP• 27-30, 60. 
Munchaus en~ The Yar n 2£. the Nancy Bell, and t he whimsy of Alice i n 
1f onder l and . y 
The Hampton~ Pennsylvania schools list as an objective for 
grades seven through nine the enjoyment of "humorous fantasy in 
which exaggeration is a principal element; 11 this outline is based 
on the Experience Curriculum. 
A number of schools have incorporated humorous material in y 
their studies of American folklore • .. The Denver~ Colorado,Guide, 
in an eighth grade unit on folklore, comments that "the broad humor 
f 6und in folklore pleases 
usually amused by obvious 
junior high school students~ who ar e 
comedy.~ Unit activities include t all 
tale reading and writing~ study of humorous dialect and descriptive 
phrases and suggest an emphasis on American social history and 
customs. The Pennsylvania bulletin takes 
its tenth grade unit, "Humor Particularly 
a similar ?roach to 
American,' studying 
regional customs~ traditions, folkways and language. 
The Atlanta, Georgia~ Guide, Growth in English, devotes a 
three week unit to the enjoyment of humor in American literature. 
Included among the objectives of the unit are reading and enjoying 
humorous literature, discovering, thro ugh biographical sketches, 
1. Hampton Schools. An English Curriculum for the Hampton Schools, 
Allison Park, Pennsylvania, October to April, 1948·1949. 
2. Denver, Colorado, Public Schools, A Guide f or Teaching the Language 
Arts, Denver Public Schools, Denver, Colorado, 1953. 
y' Ibid., p. 87. 
~ Commonwealth of Pennsylvania, Public Schools, Course~ Study in 
English for Secondary Schools, Department of Public Instruction~ 
Harrisburg, Pennsylvania, 1952, P• 170. 
what kind of people humorists are~ recognizing types, collecting 
from magazines _and ne~apers examples of modern humor and planning 
a tall story contest. Authors suggested are representative of 
the best in .American humor: Holmes, Harris, Twain, Harte, Dunne, 
Riley, Benchley, Thurber and Morley. 
The Nevada State Department of Education, in a listing of 
~~elve desired experiences in literature for children of the rural 
·West, cites as second "enjoying humor of various kinds;, 11 and as 
·:Y sixth, "enjoying fantasy and whimsy. 1 
Humorists and collections included in a suggested unit, "Every-
one Likes a Good Story, 11 in the Portland, Oregon Teacher's Guide and y 
$uggestions for Units, are Benchley, Day, E.B. White's Sub-Treasury 
of American Humor, Jessey's Best American Humorous Short Stories 
and Scoggin's Chucklebait, a junior humor anthology. 
Outcomes of the Baltimore, Maryland eighth grade unit, "A 
laugh a Day" include the cultivation of good taste in humor, aware-
ness of good and bad taste in humor, recognizion of >VTiters, 
appreciation of characteristics, and deve;;rment of a sense of 
humor "free from ill-will and vulgarity.' Discussion of selec-
1/ Atlanta, Georgia, Community High Schools, Growth in English, 
Community High Schools, Atlanta, Georgia, September, 1949, p. 44. 
I y Nevada Curriculum Development Program, Relating Language ~ 
in~ Complex World, Nevada State Department of Education, 1950, 
P• 5. 
1/ Portland Oregon, Public Schools, Teachers' Guide and Suggestions 
for Units, Office of the Superintendent, Portland, Oregon, 1949, p.54. 
4/ BAltimore County Public Schools, Course of Study in English, 
Vfarwick and York, Incorporated, Baltimore, 1937, p. 89. 
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·tions.': involving both subtle and slapstick humor and activities 
requiring recognition of characteri~ation, situation and word-
play are a major part of the unit. Hillaire Belloc, T.A. Daly, 
Edward Lear, 0. Henry, Stephen Leacock, Booth Tarkington, Bret 
Harte , Anton Tchekov, Oscar Wilde, Miguel Cervant~ Kenneth Grahame 
and P.G. Wodehouse provide an international cross-section of 
hu.rnorists. 
Angela Broening , consultant to the Florida State Department of 
1/ 
Education~in their guide, Experiencing the Language Arts, offers 
suggestions on introducing a unit o n hu.rnor and compiles an extensive 
bibliography of humorists. The unit, "Laughter Holding Both his Sides, 11 
is begun by the reading of Robert Benchley' s ''I'Vrapping the Wrapper," 
followed by a question period emphasizing why one laughs, how Bench-
ley creates his humor, and the importance of a sense of hu.rnor. 
Objectives of the unit include incre ased mental stability, enjoyment, 
more accurate listening and increased awareness of sense-appealing 
words and sentence structure, and learning how to retell a personal 
experience humorously • .American humor, old and contemporary, is 
strongly represented: Harris , Stockton, Peck, Estes, llcCloskey, 
Rounds, Stong, Sandburg, Blair, Shapiro, Benchley, Thurber, Benet 
and Coffin. 
The unit method. -- Although the unit method is obviously not 
limited to tme in the language arts, it has nevertheless been found 
1/ Angela M. Broening, Consultant, Experiencing the Language Arts, 
State Department of Education, Tallahassee, Florida , 1948, pp. 230-236 . 
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effective there because of its inclusion of all phases of communica-
tion. The specific unit method pat t ern employed here was created 
by Roy 0. Billett1 ,whose organization is based on "ten basic general 
principles which operate in every good teaching-learning situation.}/ 
"1. Education is guided ~ directed growth • 
.- •• The assigl'l...ment must provide for direction and guidance in 
accord with the other principles of learning. 
2. The pupil's activities~ given direction only~ 
~ goal which he seeks to attain ••• 
3. 
Vw'hether 
or to a 
Problem-solving is the way of human learniz:e;. 
the assignment is planned to contribute to a concept 
skill it should constantly challenge and not merely 
inform the pupil ••• 
4. Learning is ~ effective when optimally emotion-
alized ••• 
5. Persistence in problem-solving behavior varies with 
the explicitness of the directiom which the pupils receive. 
The assignment must avoid the one extreme of being a mere 
recipe for motions which pupils are to make, and the other 
extreme of giving such inadequate guidance that the situations 
created are so vague and indefinite as to fail to challenge~ 
6. Knowledge of progress. ~.!: powerful incentive to 
effort .... 
7. All learning involves integration ••• 
8. Application of the learning product is ess·ential if 
transfer is to take place. The assignment should reveal (!;-
opportunities to employ learning products de,eloped in pre-
vious assignments; (2) opportunities to apply the meanings, 
insights, and skills acquired while working with the assign-
ment to the pupil's work in other clas s es, in his extra.curric-
ular activities, and in his out-of-school environment. 
9. Independence in lea~ning is encouraged if the pupil 
has some choice in whe.t he is to do, how he is to do it, and 
wh en ~is to doit-:---T"heassignment should sho:w-evidence--u:iat 
all pupils.-no~merely the bright, enjoy as much freedom of 
action as is consistent with direction and guidance of learning 
in groups. 
1/ Roy O. Billett, op.~., pp. 174-175 (Italics his). 
10. Because of the fact of individual differences~ 
pupils should not l:ieg"ii1n"Ei'C'6Ssarily at the ~ place , ~ 
proceed necessarilv at the ~. rate~ in the same . direction~ 
and in the ~way. The assignment must be flexible. It 
must be subject to change on the spur of the moment for in-
dividual pupils without handicap to the remainder of the 
class. It must provide a.n abundance of related optional 
situations allow~ for both quantitative and qualitative 
differentiation. It should allow for the incorporation of 
the pupil 's own suggestions as the workwith the assignment 
proceeds." 
6!J.!A.PTER III 
UNIT : LAUGHil\lG STOCK : HUMOR IN LITERATURE 
]} 
--GENER.I\1 OBJECTIVES 
:L• }!~ental and emotional stability. 
A. Healthier menta l attitude th~ough a wider and deeper 
acquaintance with humorous literature. 
B. Broadened areas of release through increased acqua int-
ance with the humor of music , art and mass media. 
C. Increased understanding by the student of himself by an 
awareness .. of the common material of humor: human error and 
confusion. 
D. Increased preparation for daily living by an awareness of 
the import~Dce of self-laughter . 
2. Growing intellectual curiosity and increased capacity to think 
cri tio~lly. 
A. Greater appreciation for humor as a literary device. 
B. Awareness of imitation, ridicule and exaggeration as 
they appear in satire and parody as devices of criticism. 
c. Increased ability to recognize trite, stereotyped phrases 
and situations by seeing them as potentially humorous. 
D. Heightened awareness of the role of folklore and folk-
humor in literature. 
SPECIFIC OBJECTIVES 
3. Increasingly effective use of langua ge for daily communication. 
jJ Dora V. Smith, Chairman, An Outline of the Desirable Outcomes 
and Experiences in the Language ~'\.rts. Statements in the· General and 
Specific Objectives preceded by 'lr.abic~,n.:umbers are quoted directly 
• . from this source. 
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Reading 
A. Increased ability to distinguish words which report a fact 
and words which produce an emotional response. 
B. Increased ability to recognize words that appeal to the 
senses. 
c. Increased awareness of contrast as it is used in humor: 
the sudden switch, the juxtap_osed phrase, the mental trick . 
D. Increased ability to sense an author's mood by his use of 
suspense and climax. 
E. Increased ability to see a mental picture. 
Writing 
F. Increased alertness for errors in usage by seeing such 
errors in their humorous context. 
G. Increased ability to retell a personal story in writing• 
selecting words and a pattern of climax and contrast which 
will make the story htunorous. 
R. Increased ability to organize a factu(d .. paper. 
' · 
I, Increased mastery of sentence structure, spelling End usage. 
Speaking 
J. Increased ability to retell a story humorously using 
climax, suspense and inflection effectively, 
K. Increased ability to organize a report or discussion. 
L. Increased poise and presence before an audience. 
Listening ·. 
M. Increased awareness of inflection and contrast as clues 
to the climax of a story. 
N. Increased ability to extract main ideas and supporting 
details. 
4. Effective habits of work. 
o. Increased skill in the use of the card catalog and the 
Reader's Guide. 
P. Increased skill in notet~~ing. 
INCIDEl'iTAL AND INDIRECT LEARNING PRODUCTS 
Skills 
1. Increased selectivity and maturity of choice in newspaper, 
magazine, radio, television and motion picture entertainment 
through application of critical standards. 
2. Increased ability to work harmoniously wi.th the group. 
Attitudes 
1. Increased understanding of human nature by an awareness 
of the part which human error plays in the humorous. 
2. Greater awareness of the common insecurities of all 
people as expressed in their humor. 
STATEMENT OF THE UNIT 
(To the pupil) 
We are going to spend the next three weeks laughing and 
learning;. this is a unit on humor • Vfe hope to accomplish at 
least four things. First, and most . important, we will open n~N 
and wider paths of reading entertainment. Second, we will learn 
the importance of humor in our daily living. Third, we will dis-
cover the many ways in which an author or entertainer makes us 
laugh, and the many reasons why he does so, and fourth, we will 
sharpen our skill in the areas of reading, writing, speaking, 
and listening. 
DELTI~ITATIONS OF THE UNIT 
(To the teacher: Any or all of the following delimitations 
may be used, depending on the particular objectives of the 
unit, the time limit, and the ability of the class.) 
Why we laugh : 
1. We sometimes laugh at a person or situation to which we feel 
superior. For example, if a boy slips and falls while ice skating, 
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we may laugh because he is uncomfortable and embarrassed while 
we are not. 
2. We sometimes laugh at a person or character because we have 
shared his humorous situation or would like to share it. Tom 
Sa~~er is an example of a character who is fun because what he 
does and thinks resembles our own actions and thoughts. We are 
said to "identify" with the character. 
3. It is more difficult to see the hunmr in a situation if it is 
happening to us . For example, it is not as humorous to us to fall 
on the ice as it is for others to see it. Dennis the Menace is 
not so funny to his mother as he is to us because she is so close 
to him. 
4. A situation may be humorous because something is incongruous, 
or out of place with its surroundings. For example, a dog's 
wandering into the classroom is humorous because it is incongruous. 
5. Comic relief is a form of incongruity in which a speaker or 
author inserts an amusing comment in an otherwise -serious selection, 
thus giving his audience a sharp relief. 
6. A comic figure of speech is another kind of incongruity. Two 
objects are compared which have one minor characteristic in common 
but which are otherwise unlike. The contrast is absurd and in-
congruous. For example, if we s e.y that someone has a "smile you 
ce.n pour on a. waffle, 11 we are comparing two things which are 
sv1eet, but which are greatly unlike otherwise. 
7. A comic figure 
which is h~~orous. 
mental picture. 
What we laugh at : 
of speech causes us to make a mental picture 
The "smile poured on a waffle " is such a 
s. Overstatement: A story or saying may be humorous because it 
uses exaggeration, or overstatement. When we say that "the roof 
fell in" to mean that something has gone wrong, we are using 
humorous exaggeration. 
9. Understatement: A story or saying may be humorous because it 
underplays, or understates a situation. If there is a crashing 
thunder-storm outside, and we say that it looks as if it might rain, 
this is humorous understatement. 
10. The humor of errors: Errors in grammar and spelling are often 
humorous because they create amusing mental pictures, or because 
we may feel superior to the humorist. These errors are illustrated 
in the writings of Edward Lear , Ogden Nash and Lewis Carroll. 
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11. More errors: A boner is a humorous error made through a misunder-
standing of a fact. Boners are not intentional, as for example, in 
the case of the boy who listened to his teacher explain what the 
Equator was and then wrote in a test, "The Equator is an imaginary 
lion running around the earth." 
12. Y'iordplay: A pun is a trick with words in which a joke i:s made 
of the ~No meanings of one word. For example, '~e don ' t have mom 
but we have pop on ice" is a play on the double meaning of the word, 
pop. 
13. Nonsense is wordplay which uses in rhyme or story words that 
have no rea l meaning but which sound amusing, or have a humorous 
pattern, and which frequently sound like real words. The nonsense 
verses of Lewis Carroll are an example: "Twas brillig and the slithy 
toves did gyre and g; irrible in the wabes ••• " 
14. The humor of speech: A spoonerism, named after Dr. Spooner who 
was famous for such errors, is the switching of syllables in words. 
For example, the radio announcer was nervous and excited as he in-
troduced the famous man. "Ladies and gentlemen," he blurted, "ex-
president Hoobert Heever. 11 
15. Speech errors are usually humorous only when heard, because 
they are both unexpected and startling, and because the embarrassment 
of the speaker may be humorous to us. 
16. Doubletalk, or using make-believe syllables or words in place of 
real words, is used by comedians to surprise and confuse their audi-
ence. Double talk is t o' spoken humor as nonsense syllables are to 
written humor, such as in Lewis Carroll. 
17. Dialect, used in the Uncle Remus stories, is humorous because 
it appears incongruous to us and because we feel somffivhat superior 
to the character. Dialect humor was frequently used by earlier 
American humorists to capture the interest of their readers while a 
clever idea or opinion was stated. 
18. The humor of ideas: Satire is humor which makes something 
appear ridiculous, usually in an attempt to change or improve it. 
Robert Benchley's "Shakespeare Explained" is a. satire on the com-
plicated and confusing footnotes we find in Shakespeare texts. 
19. Satire is not always humorous . If the pe rson or thing being 
satirized is very close to us, it is diff icult to see the humor of 
the situation. For example, ·;i:f we read a story satirizing high 
school football competitions, we might find the humor of the story 
difficult to see. 
20. Satire is usually kind critic ism. lffuen this critic ism becomes 
cutting and cruel, it is called sardonic humor, or sarcasm. 
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21. A caricature is satire, in words or in a drawing, which exag-
gerates a characteristic until it becomes absurd. A caricatm·e 
allows an artist to express. an opinion of someone or something by 
exaggerating what he considers an important characteristic. If he 
believes the person is cruel or greedy, he may exaggerate the eyes 
or mouth to give an impression of hardness; if he believes e. person 
is generous and upright, the artist may draw the eyes lar&er and 
kindlier, the chin more square, and the shoulders broad and straight . 
Compare caricatures of the same person drawn by several artists and 
notice the differences from artist to ar·tist. 
22. Parody is humor which imitates a story or poem by using words 
or ideas that are similar to the original, but different enough to 
appear ridiculous. By emphasizing these points, the author can 
illustrate the weaknesses of the original. For example, The Modern 
Hiawatha is a parody on Longfellow's Hiawatha because it imitates 
the sound of' the .poem by using words in the same rhythm, but which 
suggest ridiculous ideas. 
23. Irony is the double meaning of ideas. vr.hen ~No unrelated events 
occur which later hav~ meaning to each other, they are said to be 
ironic • For example , in 0. Henry 1 s 11 Gift of the J.viagi, 11 it is ironic 
that Della should sell her hair to buy a watch chain when her husband 
has just sold the watch to buy her combs . 
24. Folk humor is the name given to the stories and legends made up 
by the people about themselves and the way they live. 
25. The tall tale is One of the most famous kinds of folk humor. 
Every nation has had its tall tale heroes; fairy tales may be called 
tall tales. The tall tale hero always does superhuman acts easily 
and without difficulty. Therefore the tall tale usually makes us 
laugh because exaggerated, impossible happenings are told in an 
understated, believable way. 
26. Folk humor may include all kinds of humorous techniques: word-
play (as in the nonsenae verses of Negro folk oo ngs such as _kip_~, 
dialect (as in the Brer Rabbit stories or Lt.il Abner), or satire (used 
in the storiE;lS and speeches of Artemus Ward.) 
27. Anecdotes are stories told about famous or well-liked people. 
Anecdotes are a type of folk humor, since they characterize popular 
heroes. The many stories about such men as Abraham Lincoln and Calvin 
Coolidge are called anacdotes. 
How humor is used .in !!ri ting: 
28. A humorous story usually uses several types of humor, such as 
wordplay, satire, or humorous characterization. The author varies 
his method to challenge our interest and provide variety. 
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29. Many stories become more and more humorous as we become acquainted 
with the characters in them and see them against their complete back-
ground. ·This "humor of situation" is one way in which an author builds 
sympathy fur his characters, as, for example, in Penrod, whose predica-
ments become more and more humorous and pathetic as we knmv Penrod 
better. 
30. The humor of a ridiculous situation, someone's embarrassment, an 
absurdity, is the result of a quick mental picture which reveals some 
incongruity. 
31. The humor of satire, parody1 or irony often requires a knowledge 
of what is being ridicuJl.e_d1 • The Modern Hiawatha becomes funnier to 
us if we have already read theOriginal Hiawatha and know what the 
satirist or parodist is trying to point out. 
INTRODUCTION TO THE UNIT 
(To the teacher: Since the central objective of this unit is 
enjoyment, it is not suggested that it be introduced by a rigorous 
pre-test. Rather, the introduction may be oral, follmved by a simple 
written quiz for recognition of humorous techniques;) 
Oral Introduction 
(To the teacher: Read aloud to the class one or more of the 
following selections. Ask them to note on paper the words or 
situation which are humorous to them. Following the reading, 
discus s the selection, selecting any of the ideas suggested 
below, or any similar ideas which may seem appropriate. 
1. Authors vary in their methods of creating humor, some using 
situations, some expressions, others characterization and selection 
of desc r iption. (Point out these variations specifically, fixing 
types, if possible.) 
2. Some humorists arouse our sympathy, some make us feel superior, 
and many turn a near-tragic situation into a humorous one by their 
use of words and phrases, and by their point of view. 
3. Much humor is the result of an absurd mental picture. 
4. Some authors seem to have a double purpose: to entertain and to 
inform or criticize. We are willing to listen to this criticism be-
caus e it is amus ing. 
(The discussion may well include discussion of radio, film and 
television comics and their techniques.) 
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Suggested readings: 
Benchley, Robert, "Football; Courtesy of Mr. Morse," and''Shakespeare 
Explained," The Greatest Pag;es of American Humour, Stephen 
Leacock, Editor. Doubleday Doran and Company, Incorporated , 
Garden City, 1936. Uproarious Benchley satire. 
\Day, Clarence, "A Holiday with Father," "Father 1Jlfa.kes Up the Village," 
and "Father Opens My Mail," Life with Father. Random House 
l~dern Library, New York, 1944. Chuckles with the stiff-collared 
Father Day. 
Leacock, Stephen, ''My Fj_nancial Career," and "How to ~e a Doctor," 
Literary Lapses. Dodd, Mead and Company, N~w York, 1922. 
Satire in the Leacock manner. 
Nash, Ogden, Par ents Keep Out. Little, Brown and Company, Boston, 
1951. A collection; Gf'Telderly verses for youngish readers." 
Thurber, James, "The Ni ght the Bed Fell," "The Adventures of Walter 
Mi tty," and ''Draft Board Nights, 11 The Thurber Carnival. Harper 
and Brothers, Nffiv York, 1945. Thr~representative Thurberisms. 
Twain, Mark, pseud., "The Notorious Jumping Frog of Calaveras County," 
"Fenimore Cooper's Literary Offenses," The Portable Mark Twain, 
Bernard DeVoto, Editor. The Viking Press-, New York, 1946. Two 
of Twaifi_t s most popular selections. 
Pretest 
(To the teacher: Any of the following suggested passages may 
be used, depending on time considerations, objec tives of the 
unit and class level. The directions, sample question and 
sample answer provided below may be used as a guide for admin-
istering the pretest. Any an~Ner which captures the source of 
the humor is acceptable. The library portion of this pretest 
may be used at the teacher's discretion, as may any pretest on 
skills. If this pretest is to be readministered as part of 
the final examination, it should not be discussed in class .) 
To the pupil: Read each of the following passages. On your own 
paper, explain as best you can h~f you think the humor in it has 
been created. If you do not think that the passage is humorous, 
say so. This test will not affect your final mark in any way. It 
is only used to discover~ what we can most profitably spend our 
time. 
Sample passage: 'fHe always bites the hand that lays t he golden egg." 
Sample answer: Tv;o confused fi gures of speech are used, presenting 
a ridiculous mental picture. 
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1. We don't have mom but we h~ve pop on ice. 
2. Gnus - he said - are used chiefl~r by a certain class of authors 
••• such as "No Gnus is good gnus 11 and 'lJ!appy Gnu-Ye6ir • 11 This will 
go on forever, too~ because you can't te ach an old Gnu tricks. 
3. Day breaks, it's said, 
Vlhen night is ended. 
I stay in bed until it's mended. 
4. Jack: My dear Algy, you talk exactly as if you were a dentist. 
It is very well vulgar to talk like a dentist when one isn't a 
dentist. It produces a false impression. 
Algernon: Well~ that is exactly what dentists always do. 
5. Remember the poor -- it costs nothing. 
6. He killed the noble Mudjakivis 
Of the skin he made him mittens. 
Made them with the fur side inside 
Made them with the skin side outside 
He to get the warm side inside 
Put the inside skin side outside 
He to get the cold side outside 
Put the warm side fur . side inside 
That's why he put the fur side inside 
vVhy he put the skin side outside 
Why he turned them inside outside. 
7. You mumble something about being in a hurry and coming back 
again, and retreat with all the grace and ease that would be 
shown by a hard shell crab that was trying to back into the 
mouth of a milk bottle. 
8. He gave her a look you could have poured on a waffle • . 
9. 1~. Coe ••• unintentionally dislocated his neck a f ew years ago 
by falling from a scaffold in Illinois, a rope being twined 
' about his neck at the time. There was a large crowd present, 
including the sheriff of the county_ •. 
10. The fascination of shootL~g as a sport de pends almost wholly 
on whether you are at the right or the wrong end of the gun. 
11. Mrs. s. was the last to enter the airplane. Slowly, with her 
huge nose pointed skyward, she headed for the distant horizon. 
12. Twas brillig, and the slithy toves 
Did gyre and gimble in the wabe 
All mimsy were the borogroves 
And the mome raths outgrabe. 
13. I never saw a purple cow 
I never hope to see one 
But this I know and know full well 
I'd rather see than be one. 
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14. The air is cluttered with homely little radio programs recounting 
the daily heartaches and joys of multi tudes of families -- "The 
Green Family;" "The Brown Family." "This NJ.a.n 1 s Family," "That 
Man 1 s Family" and so on -- that I have decided ·bo climb on the 
bandwagon with .rrry own program, "The Jukes Family." ••• The matri-
arch is Ma Jukes, a friendly old party of forty-five, who has 
brought 15 or 20 children into the world and has learned to take 
things as they come. She does the best she can to manage the 
unruly brood, each of whom has some characteristic that sets hLm 
or her apart from the herd . For insta nce , it has long been a 
subject of frank discussion in the family whether the ears on 
Laddie, the seventh boy, extend above the top of his head or 
whether the plateau of his head simply fails to rise to the 
top of his ears. 
II. Library Resources: 
1. You are looking for a book by J~mes Thurber called The Thurber 
Carnival. List two places in the card catalog in which you would 
· find the book. 
A. (Thurber, Jrumes) 
B. (Thurber Cf).rnival, !h~) 
2. You have the book, :!!:, Subtreasury of American Humor. You a r e 
looking for stories by Clarence Day. In what ~~o sections of the 
book would you look? 
A. (Index) 
B. (Table of Contents) 
3. You are looking for t a ll tales about Paul Bunyan. "nat three 
library sources might give you information about him? 
A. . (Card catalog) 
B. (The R~a~er's .~uide) 
C. (Encyclopedias) 
• 
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4 . You are trying to enlarge the class list of authors. In what 
way mi ght an anthology help you? 
(The Table of Contents would provide anthors' names for 
reference to the card catalog.) 
5. You are looking for infol"mation on the topic ''Why People Laugh. 11 
You know that several ma gazi ne articles on the topic have been 
written. 
A. In what source would you look to find the names of magazines in 
which the articles appear ? 
(The ~e:adl~'s Guide) - _ _.__ ... 
B. Under what two possible subject headings might you look in this 
source? 
1. Wumor) 
2 • Cr.aughter) 
CORE ACTIVITIES 
(To be presented, with the Study Guide, to the pupil.) 
(To the teacher: This unit centers around one basic activity, 
the compilation of a class scrapbook, here suggested to contain 
examples of boners, comic metaphors, and other examples of 
comic errors, anecdotes, folktales, rea ding recommendations 
and music and art humor. It need not be limited to these areas 
but may contain anything feasible in time and effort. The 
culminating activity here suggested is an assembly program or 
library period in which students discuss books read in the 
unit, read or dramatize. A considerable amount of discussion 
should be done to illustrate the appeal and techniques of 
various ·.~ypes of humor. As much time as possible should be 
devoted to reading aloud.) 
A. Pupil activities 
1. Select for reading one or more of the following books: 
JanEt Austen 
Wa l ter Blair 
Ogden Nash 
Margaret Scoggins 
Frank Stockton 
James Thurber 
Mark Twain . 
Pride and Prejudice 
Tall Tale America 
"Par"en't'SKeep Out 
ChucklebSit - -
The Casting .Away of ~· Leeks 
and Mrs. Aleshine · 
- - --The Thurber Carnival 
Innocents Abroad 
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Take notes on your boo~) according to Study Guide , l. 
2. Continue reading, selecting your books from the reading list 
or with approval. Take notes as "directed in Study Guide , l. 
3. Collect in your reading in books, magazines or n61.'1spapers , as 
many examples as you can of comic figures of speech, humorous ~rrorp, 
(de~gling or misplaced phrases, mixed metaphors) and record them 
for use in the scrapbook. 
4. Volunteer for work on the Scrapbook Committee and/or present 
any material which you particularly enjoyed to the Committee f or 
inclusion in the Scrapbook. 
5. Keep a record of new vocabulary words which arise , i n prepara-
tion for a quiz. See Study Guide 11. 
6. Be prepared to take notes or to summarize class discussions or 
oral presentations when directed . See Study Guide 19. 
B. Committee_ ac_t.ivities: Preparation of the Scrapbook. Choose any 
one or several activities. 
1. Collect boners and comic figures of speech from class members. 
See the reading list for sources of more boners. 
2. Collect anecdotes and humorous stories for use in the Scrapbook. 
3. Collect amusing folktales and examples of folkhumor. 
4. Collect from cle.ss members titles of books or book recommenda-
tions which they would like included in the Scrapbook. 
5. Consult the music department for the names of humorous musical 
selections. Consider particularly Gilbert and Sullivan excerpts, 
ballet and folk music. 
6. Collect cartoons and humorous illustrations, consulting partic -
ularly The New Yorker, ~Saturday Evening Post and Collier's 
Magazine.- See also the reading list for books of cartoons. 
7. Arrange for illustration of any of the material in the Scrapbook. 
8. Arrange for assembling the Scrapbook, as well as for displaying 
it in the classroom, library, or other classrooms. 
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OPTIONAL ACTIVITIES 
(To the pupil) 
Any activity which you wish to complete for contribution to 
the Scrapbook or for inclusion in the final program may be selected 
from this list. You may also create an activity, with approval. 
The starred activities may be done either individually.or in groups. 
1. Illustrate boners for the Scrapbook. 
2. Write a character sketch or sketches of some fi gur e in a book· 
or story you have read in the unit. For example you might choose 
Father in "The Night the Bed Fell, 11 or Penrod. 
3. Write a humorous version of an incident which has happened to 
you or to someone close to you. 
4. Write an anecdote about a favorite sports fi gure , or a figure 
in any other field which interests You. You may use either an 
incident which you know has occurred, or you may find a biography 
of the person in the library and create an anecdote about an 
i ncident which might have happened to him. 
6. Write a humorous poem based on an incident with which you are 
familiar. 
* 6. Write a tall tale in which you use either a familiar hero or 
one you invent yourself. 
* 7. Write a series of newspaper headlines which ar e humorous be-
cause of the mental pictures they produce. For example, a headline 
abou·b a football game between two parochial schools read "Saint 
Mary's slaughters Holy Ghost." 
* 8. Make a collect ion of sentences illustrating the several meanings 
of a word . "He drove the ball out to left field, II or ".rhe idea: fell 
through." · I~lustrate these sentences with drawings. 
9. Write a sketch analyzing the humorous techniques used by your 
favorite humorous writer or cartoonist. 
10. Write a sketch analyzing the humorous techniques used by your 
favorite television, radio or film comic. 
* 11. Collect anecdotes about a favorite figure and report some of 
them to the class. 
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12. Collect rrom such magazines as The Reader'~ Di~est and New 
Yorker their versions of humorous errors. 
* 13. For two weeks, keep a log of humorous TV and radio programs. 
Yfrite comments about each program if you wish, and arrange the log 
and comments on the bulletin board. 
* 14. Conduct a story reading period, choosing seve~al members to 
rehearse and read their favorite humorous stories for the class. 
Ask the class to discuss the stories in terms of the kinds of humor 
used and the author's purpose. 
* 15. Participate in a panel discuss:ion on one of the following topics. 
Consult at least four references in the library and usa your note 
cards to organize your discussion. 
1. American tall tales 
2. What is ·a sense of humor? 
3. Humorists' opinions on humor 
4. How comic are the comic books? 
* 16. Arrange a display of humorous books for the classroom library 
or the school library. Consult the librarian for suggestions. 
17 Make bookjackets or bookmarks for several of the books you 
read. Write a brief comment on each. Arrange a bulletin board 
display of your work either in the classroom or the library. 
* 18. Conduct a character game with the class.. Ask each member to 
wri te on a card three clues to the identity of some character in 
a book he has ; read during the unit. Let the class guess the 
character's name • 
*19. Conduct a poll in other classes on student preferences in 
humor, or student choic~s in humorous books, f ilms, or Tv and radio 
programs. You may wish to use the r esults as the basis for a panel 
discussion in the final pro gram, or as an aid to the Book List 
Committee in selecting their r eading. First consult any t eachers 
who might be involved. 
* 20. Prepare a display of magazine humor for us e in the classroom 
or library. 
* 21. Select examples of humorous stories from many nations. Read 
them to the class and discuss what the stories tell you about the 
people of that nation. Vfuat similarities do you see in all humor ? 
* 22. Dramatize a portion or portions of your favorite humorous stories 
Be sure that you select stories whose humor lends itself to dramati-
zation. Think of radio and TV in this connection. 
2.3. Collect examples of humor in verse and read them to t he class. 
Lead a discussion of how humor in poetry is achieved. 
24. Conduct the class in creating a class tall tale. Select a 
recorder who will write the tall tale out when it is finis hed, and 
arrange for other classes to enjoy it. 
25. Conduct a panel in which each member represents an author of 
humor . Discuss your idea of what humor is and how you achieve this 
in writing . Consult library sources, or draw conclusions from 
material of this author which you have re~d. 
26. Write an original skit based on some incident which has occurred 
in school and present it to the class. Remember to use a variety of 
means of presenting your idea. 
27. Conduct a story telling period, in which class members recount 
humorous experiences. Remember that precise wording , good climax 
and contrast, · and enthusiasm are essential in story telling. Use 
the tape recorder or ask the class to comment on the story telling. 
STUDY GUIDE 
(To the pupil) 
Reading reports 
1. Report all reading on 3x5 cards according to the following guide. 
Be prepared to answer factual questionswhich will be asked from ,,· 
time to time re garding your reading. 
Your name ---------------------------------------
Author's name ---------------Book---------------
Pages Read ------- Type of humor (wordplay? 
Characterization? Parody? 
Satire? Nonsense?) 
Illustration: Give a brief example of a typically 
humorous section, quoting, if possible~from the 
author. 
2. If you are writing a paper, conducting a discussion or working 
on a committee, you will want to use the resources of the library. 
Know what you are looking for. Use the card catalog' ;) for books, 
the Reader 's Guide for magazine and per iodical articles and the 
Encyclopedia for more scho l arly i nformation. 
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3. If you are looking for information on satire, for example, you 
may look under this heading in any one of the sources. You may 
also look under the names of satiris ts, or . under related topics, 
such as wit, or humor. 
4. For a book by an author whose name you know, see the card cata-
logt l , under the author's name. F'or example, look under Tarkington, 
Booth, for any books by this author~ You can also find the author 
of a book whose name you know by looking under the book title; for 
example, see Penrod to find the name of ·the author, Booth Tarkington. 
5. If you are searching in an antholo gy (a collection of stories, 
poems, or other selections) for writing by one particular author, 
look in the index under the last name of the author, for example, 
Tarkington, Booth. The table of contents will also he l p you. 
However, it may be arranged in a number of ways, whereas the index 
is a lways alphabetically arranged . 
6. The Reader's Guide is arranged like a large index. You may 
look under the author's name for an article which he has written, 
under the subject of the article, or, if you know the name of the 
article, under its title. 
7. For any library research which you do, t ake your notes on 3x5 
cards. Organize th e cards under main topic headings, using these 
headings to or ganize your papers or discussions. 
Writing 
8. Your report writing will be judged on these points: Organization, 
accurate use of punctuation and correct usage, and your understanding 
of the material. Your original writing will be judged on these 
points: The value of your idea, your choice of vivid words, your 
use of climax and contrast to sharpen the humor of your story, and 
yo ur accurate use of punctuation and usage. 
Speaking 
9. Your f actual oral report ing will be graded on these points: Your 
organization, your unders t :.:nding of the material, and your presence . 
Your storytelling will be jud ged on these points: Your organiz ation, 
your use of suspense, climax and inflection-and your presence. I 
Listening 
10. In summaries of class discussion, note the main idea s discussed 
and the ma i n details presented. In listening to a story, listen 
closely for sense-appealing words, contrast, and to the teller 's 
voice pattern as clues to the story's climax. 
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Vocabulary 
11. Keep a list in your vocabulary notebook of new words , copying 
the sentences in which th e word appears and giving its meaning in ~ 
each of those sentences. 
EVALUATION 
(To the teacher: It is suggested that one-third of the eva lu-
ation of the unit consist of the readministering of the pr e-
test, stressing identification of types of humor a.TJ.d specific 
comic figures of speech, co.lored words, and other wordplay. 
One-third may consist of a final test, one part of which 
stresses identification of authors and s elec tions and recog-
nition of techniques, the other part of wh i ch stresses 
general under stand ing of humor. The remaining one-third of 
the unit evaluation may be based on inspection of reading 
card reports, written work and summaries, observat ion of 
commit t ee wo r k , oral work , and grad i ng of the vocabulary 
quiz or other quizzes which might be administered in specific 
skill ar eas. Questions below are sample items which might be 
included in a final examination. 
Fina l Test 
I. Choose the word or phras e which best completes the sentence 
and encircle the letter which precedes it, as in the example. 
Lew·is Carroll wro te a book called a. Bambi b . The Wind in the 
Willows G). Alice in Wonderland d. The House at Pooh Corners:· 
1. Glen Rounds writes 
about radio comedians 
a . animal stories 
d . joke books. 
b. t a ll tales c. books 
2. Stephen Leacock wrote a. 11Tobermory 11 b. "The Night the Bed 
Fell 11 c. ~y Financial Career" D. 11The Re luctant Dragon. 11 
3. Je~es Thurber's type 
b . poetic c. slapst ick 
of hmnor can be described as e .• wh,i:msi-cal 
d. dialect. 
4. Sak i (H . H. Munro) wrote about a. A.rn.erican hist.ory b . children 
in Japan c . The British aristocracy d. Chinese f amilies. 
5. 0 Henry's stories are typical for their use of a . satire 
b. irony. c. dialect d. puns. 
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6. Mar k Twa in f ound much of t he ma te r i al f or h is stories when he 
was in a . Ma i ne b. California c . Mi nneso t a d . Texas . 
7 . Booth Tar kington ' s mo s t f amou s character is a a . Ne gro cook 
b. wha ling man c. gold miner d . small boy . 
8 . William S . Gilbert wrote a . s atire b . nonsen se verses 
c . musica l lyric s d. a ll three. 
9. 1f ash i ngton I rving wrote a humorous history of a . ~- a. s s aohu s ett s 
b . N~r Yo rk c . Penn sy l vania d. New Hampshire . 
10. Geor ge Ade is well known for his mod ern a. poems b . f able s 
c. s a tire d . comedie s . 
ll . Artemus Ward was an Amer ican a . political humorist b . World 
v a r II . humorist c . author of limerick s d . spinner oftall tales . 
12 . Uncle Remus was a character s uggested by a . the American 
Indian b . the Eng lish schoolmaster c. the .American Neg:ro d . t he 
country minister . 
13. Osc ar Wilde b ec ame .:f.amous for his a.. short stories b . ep i gr ams 
c . nonsense verses d. light verses. 
14. Pride and Pr e judice is a h .a satire on English family life 
b. t he s t ory of an early A..meric anminister ' s fe.mily c. a c o llection 
of verses d. a p lay about two young men t r y i n g to mar r y above the ir 
· position in society . 
15. E. B. White writes for the : .a. . Saturday Evening Post . b. Collier ' s 
Ma gazine c . Ree.der ' s Dig est d . New Yorker . 
II . · Answer the f o llowi ng que s tions in the s pace prov i ded between 
e ach. ques tion . 
1 . What is a. tall t a l e ? 
2 . Vfuat are the cha r acteristics of a comic fi gure of s peech ? 
3. "V\ihy may sat ire and parod~/ b e called higher type s of humor ? 
4. ·what was one of the principal reasons f o r the use of dialect 
humor in ear l y Americ a ? 
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5. l"fuy is the humor of Gilbert and Sullivan amusing? 
6.. What is folk humor and why is it important in E'.n understanding 
of hurnor? 
7. What are caricatures and what is their importance? 
8. Why is a malapropism humorous? 
III. Using the one or more required reading books as illustra-
tions, answer the following questions. Give specific illustra-
tions. 
1. Hm• does the author make his situation humorous? 
2. How do his characters appeal to you? 
3. How does the author feel about his characters? 
IV. Using specific selection you have read or heard discussed, 
answer two of the following questions. 
1. What is meant by the corn.TUent that "much humor is really critic ism?" 
2. "vhat is meant by the comment that ttwi thout mistakes , there could 
be no humor in the world?" 
3. Yfuat is meant by the co mment that "much humor is a series of 
ridiculous mental pictures _?'~' 
Key to Part I 
1. b. 6. b. 11. a . 
2. c. 7. d. 12. c. 
3. ·a. 8. d 13. b. 
4~ c. 9. b 14. a. 
5. b. 10. b 15. d. 
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OTHER EVALUATION 
Teacher Evaluation 
1. ELval.uation of reading: Evaluation of reading card commments and 
oral reports on reading in terms of student's awareness of key 
emotive words, climax and contrast. Evaluation of student's ability 
in comments and discussion to detect the author's mood by his choice 
of words and his use of climax. 
2. Evaluation of writing: Evaluation by teacher, class and pupil 
of all written work in terms of Study Guide item 8 , which refers to 
Specific Objectives 3F, G, H1 Evaluation will also be in terms 
of the student's grasp of the content. 
3. Evaluation of speaking: Evaluation by teacher, class and pupil 
of all oral work in terms of Study Guide item 9, which refers to 
Specific Objectives 3J, K, and L. Evaluation will also be in terms 
of the student's grasp of the content. 
4. Evaluation of listening: Evaluation of discussion summaries in 
terms of Study Guide item 10, which refers to Specific Objectives 
3M and N. 
5. Vocabulary Growth: The f ollowing words are closely connected 
with the unit • 
anecdote identification metaphor satire 
caricature incongruity myth spoonerism 
deri vaJGion irony overstatement understatement 
dialect legend parody urban 
exaggeration malapropism psychology wit 
Pupil Evaluation 
The pupil may Wish to construct a personal evaluation chart 
showing his progress in such areas as (a) his understanding of the 
value of humor for him, (b) his enjoyment of the unit, and (c) his 
improvements in language arts skills. Sucb questions as the follow-
ing may · serve as a guide: 
1. Is the pupil aware of the new r eading areas opened to him? 
2. Has the pupil's own sense of humor i mproved ? 
3. Is the pupil equipped with a better knowledge of the humor in 
music a11..d art? 
. · 
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4. Does the pupil have a better background in the folklore of 
America? 
5.. Does the pupil understand the value of humor as a means of 
keeping personal perspective? 
6. Does the pupil understand his own prob lems better through a 
study of corrunon problems revea led in humorous literature? 
7. Is the pupil aware of the various types of humor .and their uses? 
8 . Doe s the pupil understand how a writer or entertainer creates 
humorous material '? 
9. Is the pupil more able to follow the pattern of climax and con-
trast in a story ? 
10. Is the pupil more ab le to recognize a comic fi gure of speech or 
absurd mental picture? 
11. Is the pupil better able t o retell a personal story humorously 
in writing? 
12. Is the pupil better able to organize a paper? 
13. Has the pupil achieved increased mastery over usage and mechanics? 
14. Is the pupil better able to r etell an oral sto~J humorously? 
15. Does the pupil feel more poised and comfortable before a group ? 
16. Is the pupil better able to organize an oral report? 
17. Is the pupil's listening mor e .accurate? 
18. Is the pupil more competent in handling the tools of the library ? 
19 • Is the pupil better able to work with the group? 
PUPIL BIBLIOG~\PHY 
"laughing Stock" 
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These works are ar ranged alphabetica lly within reading levels. 
Easy to Average 
At..··water , Richard and Florence 1 Mr. Popper 's Penguins. 
Belpre, Pura, The Tiger and~ Rabbit.- Tales of Ethiopia. 
Blair, V~ al ter, Tall Te.le America. 
Bowman, James Cloyd, Adventures of Paul Bunran. 
Bowm~~, James Cloyd, Pecos Bill. 
Connolly, Myles , The Bump ~ Brannigan's Head. 
Earl , Lawrence, The Battle of Baltinglass. 
Fem1er , Phyllis Reid , Ed ., Fun, Fun, ~ t 
Harris, Joel Chandler, Uncle Remus, His Songs and Sayings . 
Hatch , Preble , D. K., Homer , the Handyman. 
Jagendorf , M., The Marvelous Adventures of Johnny Dar ling . 
Kelsey, Alice Geer , Once the Hodja - Tales of Turkey. 
Scoggin, Margaret , Ed., Chuclclebait. 
Scoggin, Margaret, Ed ., More Chucklebait. 
Smith, He len R.~ Ed. , Laughing Matter. 
Stuart, Jessie, Taps for Private Tussie. 
Young, Ellsworth, Jataka Tales - Tales of Turkez. 
Average to Difficult 
Benchley, Robert, The Treasurer's Report and Other Stories. 
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3enj~~in~ Helen Mina P., Ed.~ il~ Anthology of Humorous Verse. 
Carroll, Lewis (Charles Dodgson), Alice's Adventures in Wonderland. 
Carroll, Lewis (Charles Dodgson), The Three Voices. 
Caurnas, John, Ed., !, Treasury of Russi an Life and Humor. 
Courlander, Harold, and Leslau, Wolf, Fire~ the Mountain - Ta les 
of Ethiopia. 
Day, Clarence, Life with Father. 
Day, Clarence, God and~ Father. 
Eliot, T.S., 01' Possum's Book of Practical Cats. 
Estes, Eleanor, The Middle Moffat. 
Gilbe~. William S., Bab Ballads. 
Guareschi, Giovanni, The Little v'lforld of Don Camillo. 
Henry, o. (William Sidney Porter), The Four Million. 
Irving, Washington, Knickerbocker's History of New York. 
Lardne&, Ring, Roundup. 
Lawson, Robert, Ben and Me. 
Leacock, Stepehn, The Leacock Roundabout. 
Leacock, Stephen, Literary Lapses. 
Lear, Edward, Nonsense Books. 
Macdonald, Betty, The~ and l.!. 
Macdonald, Betty, Onions in the Stew. 
McCord, David, Ed., Vl hat Cheer - An Anthology of British and American 
Verse. ----
McKenney, Ruth, ~Sister Eileen. 
Nash, Ogden, It 6ould Be Verse. 
Nash, Ogden, I'm~ Stranger Her e Myself. 
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Nash, Ogden, Versus. 
Papashvily# George and Helen, Thanlrn to Noah. 
Rounds, Glen, 01' Paul, the Mighty Logger. 
Skinner, Cornelia Otis, Excuse It, Please~ 
Smith, Elva So:r$i'o,nia, Just for Fun. 
------
Spence, Hartzell, One Foot in Heaven. 
' -------
Stockton, Frank R., The Lady.£!. the Tiger? and Other Stories. 
Streeter, Edward, Dere Mab le - Love Letters of a Rookie. 
Streeter, Edward, Father of the Bride. 
Tarkington, Booth, Penrod. 
Thurber, James, ~ World and Welcome to It. 
Warner, Charles Dudley, !-Hunting of the Deer and Other Essays. 
Difficult 
Ade # George, Forty Modern Fables. 
Austen, Jane, Pride an~ Prejudice. 
Chaucer, Geoffrey, The Canterbury Tales - "The Wife of Bath's Tale." 
Cobb, Irwin S., Exit Laughing. 
Grahame, Kenneth, The Wind in the Willows. 
Harte, Bret, The Luck of Roaring Camp e.nd Other Stories. 
Marquis, Don, archie and mehitabel. 
McCord, David, Odds without Ends. 
Saki (H. H. Munro), ~ Chronicles of Clovis. 
Perelman, S.T., The Swiss Family Perelman. 
Stewart, Donald Ogden, A Parody 1l>Utrtline of History. 
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Swift , Jonathan, Gulliver's Travels. 
Twain, Mark, (Samuel L. Clem~, The Celebrated Jumping Fro g of 
Calaveras County and Other StOries . 
TWai n , Mark, (Samue l L. Clemens), A Connecticut .X.ankee in King 
· Arthur ' s Court. 
Twain, Mar k, (Samuel L. Clemens), The Innocents Abroad. 
White , E. B., The Second Tree from the Corner. 
Anthologies f or Everyone 
Bishop, Morris, Ed ., A Treasury of Modern Humor . 
Cerf, Bennett , Ed., Encyclopedia of American Humor. 
White, E.B. and K., Eds., A Subtreasury of American Humor. 
Wodehouse, P. G. and Seott :Meredit h , The Best of Moder n Humor. 
TEACHER BIBLIOGRAPifY 
Cannan, Gilbert;, Satire. M. Seeker, · London, 1914. 
Eastman , Max, The Sense of Humor. Charles Scribner's Sons, Nm~ 
J.ITew York7l922. · 
East man, Max, The En,ioyment of Laughter. Simon Schuster, I-Iew York, 
1937. 
Esar, Evan, The Humor of Humor. Horizon Press, N~N York, 1952. 
Ffuzlitt, William C, Studies in Jocular Literature. E. Stock, 
London, 1890. 
Johnston, Charles, Why the World Laughs. Harper and Brother, New 
York, 1916. 
L-eacock, Stephen, Humor, Its· Theory and Technique. Dodd, Mead and 
Company, 1935. 
Potter, Stephen, The Sense of Humour. Holt and Company, New York, 
1954. '• 
Rapp , Alber-t;, Th~ Origins of Wit and Humor. E.P. Dutton and Com-
pany, Incorporated, 1951. 
Stone, Christopher Reynolds, Parody, M. Seeker, London, 1914. 
Anthologies 
.. 
Abinton, Alexander, Editor, Big;<';er and Better Boners, Viking; Press, 
New York, 1952. 
Benjamin, Helen Mina P., Editor, An Anthology of Humorous Verse. 
Dodd, Mead and Company, New York, 1924. 
Bishop, Morris, Editor, A Treasurv of British Humor. Cmvard, 1 cCann, 
Incorporated, New York, 1942. -
Cerf, Bennett, Editor, An Encyclopedia of Modern American Humor. 
Hanover House, Garden City, 1954. 
Lockridge, Norman, Editor. A Golden Treasury of the 1 orld's Wit 
e.nd Wisdom. Ha lcyon House, New York, 1936. --
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Rhys , Ernest , Dawson and Catherine A. Scott, 28 Hlli~orous Stories . 
Appleto11 Century Company, New York, 1926. 
Wells, Catherine, Editor , Parody Anthology. Macmillan Company, 
New York, 1946. 
"White , E. B. a.nd Katherine White, Editors, A Subtreas ur y of American 
Humor. Tudor Publishing Company, New York; 1946 • 
CH.APrER IV 
UNIT: IIDMOR IN AMERICAN LITERATUm 
y 
GENERAL OBJECTIVES 
1. Growing personal interests and increasingly mature standards 
of enj oym.ent. 
A. Increased pleasure in the reading of American literature, 
particularly the humor of American literature. 
B. Increased appreciation of folklore and the role it plays 
in American literature as the expression of American living. 
c. Increased appreciation of the American langua~e through a.n 
awareness of its uniqueness, its vividness and its imagery. 
D. Increased awareness of the relationship between literature 
a.nd social history. 
E. Increased understanding of such concepts as "regionalism," 
and "local color." 
2. Faith in and allegiance to the basic values of a democratic 
society. 
A· Heightened awareness of the distinctive sa tire in Amari can 
humor as the expression of a basic right of a free people to 
criticize. 
B. Increased a>vareness of the relations~~p bet~een American 
humor and American idealism. 
c. Heightened awareness of the role of hwnor in creating one 
nation out of many differing regions and people. 
Y bora V. Smith, Chairman, !::!!. ~~-~!:.£!:~Desirable Outcomes 
and Experiences 21: ~ Language Arta;; Statements in the General and 
Specific Objectives preceded by l.rab·io;-numb.ers are quoted directly 
fran this source. 
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3. Dyxumdc a.nd worthwhile allegiances through heightened moral 
perception a.nd a personal sense of values. 
A. Broadened access to the personal values of the people, as 
they are expressed in their humor and folkways. 
B~ Sharpened awareness of humor as a point of view on the 
common problems of American living. 
c. Increased tmderstanding and respect for the varied religious, 
ethnic ani regional groups which comprise our country. 
SPECIFIC OBJECTIVES 
4. Increasingly effecti. ve use of la.ngua.ge for daily canmunicati on. 
Readim; 
A. Increased ability to sense an author's purpose by his 
choice of phrases and images. 
B. Increased ability to sense an author's purpose by his 
selection of words and facts. 
c. Increased ability to make inferences and draw conclusions. 
D. Increased ability to read for details. 
E. Increased ability to read imaginatively, dramatize scenes 
mentally, imagine settings and fill out characterizations. 
F. Increased grasp of concepts by broadened vocabulary. 
Writing 
G. Increased ability to project experiences in writing, 
organizing material for maximum effect. 
H. Increased ability to organize a factual paper. 
I. Heightened mastery of mechanics, and more accurate and 
vivid choice of vocabulary. 
Speaking 
J. Increased ability to participate in a class discussion or 
group report and in individual reporting, displaying presence 
and familiarity with material. 
K. Increased clarity of expression, u'se of vivid and forceful 
vocabulary and accuracy of expression. . 
L. Increased ability to organize a report. 
M. Heightened mastery of meohanics of usage. 
Listening 
N. Increased a>vareness of inflection and contrast in the 
narration of a humorous story. 
0. Heightened ability to distinguish main ideas and details 
in a discussion. 
P. Sharpened ability to listen for errors of faot, generali-
za·bions or unsupported conclusions. 
5. Effective habits of work. 
A· Increased ingenuity in the use of library resources. 
B. Increased skill in note-taking. 
INCIDENTAL AND INDIRECT LEARNING PRODUCTS 
Knowledge 
1. A sharper grasp of America's geography. 
2. Greater awareness of for.m and organization in a story or 
novel. 
3. Increased knowledge of American music and art. 
Skill 
4. Increased ability to work har.moniously with the group. 
STATEMENT OF TEE UNIT 
(To the pupil) 
Has it ever occurred to you that there is a connection between 
humor and history? 'rhere is, and we are going to spend the next 
three weeks learning about and laughing with the humor of .Americaa 
in books, magazines, on radio and television, on films and even 
in songs and pictures. America's humorists from Washington Irving 
.... 
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to James Thurber have painted ro~licking pictures of America's 
people, their values and their dreams, and we are about to take 
a close look at those pictures -- for fun and learning's sake. 
DELIMITATIONS OF TEE UNIT 
(To the teacher: The following de.limi tations include 
reference to most of the major facts concerning Amer-
ican humor. They may be used entirely or in~ part, 
depending on the particular objectives of the unit• 
the time limit, and the ability of the class.) 
1. Washington Irving was one of our first writers of satire. In 
his Knickerbocker History, he makes f\m of the clumsy way in which 
the Dutch fought the British during the settling of New York. 
2. Irving's Icha.bod Crane and The Legend of Sleepy Hollow are 
stories created fran folk tales;--Their characters are based on 
Dutch folk characters in colonial New York. 
The Yankee 
3. The Yankee peddler, with a. sack full of trinkets and gadgets 
flung over his shoulder, was a common sight in New England and the 
territories of the West in the early 18001 s. 
4. The Yankee was characterized by his shrewdness, his sharp 
bargaining and his talkativeness. 
5. As he traveled through the country, the Yankee became a legend. 
A name, Johathan, was given to the figure of the Yankee and 
foreigners soon began to call all .Americans ''Yankees" and "Jonathan." 
Thinking all Americans crude and unpolished, foreigners used the 
name de ri si ve :cy. 
6. The stage play, 'rhe Contrast, by Royall Tyler, was the first 
stagJB play to bring t~figure of the .Yankee into the theatre. In 
it, Jonathan is seen outwitting his foreign cousin. 
7. The figure of Uncle Sam grew from that of the Yankee Jonathan 
when the playwright dressed him in a blue jaCket and red and white 
striped trousers. Slowly, the ~vo characters becwme one. 
a. Stories of Yankees outwitting city people and foreigners traveled 
from to-..vn to town. Because all Americans tended· to think that 
Jonathan represented their Gvn sharpness and wit, they assumed the 
name proudly. Thus Americans turned a joke on themselves into a. 
national trademark. 
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The Backwoodsman and his tall tales 
9. While the Yankee was traveling across the l~nd, backwoodsmen 
were settling the areas we now know as Kentucky, Tennessee and Ohio. 
10. The backvfoodsmen lived dangerous, lonely lives in the swamps 
and forests. Story-swapping abou~ their fa.ntasti c experiences with 
In~ians, the forests and the wild animals was one of' their forms of 
amusement. In laughing at their own stories, they vfere laughing 
at themselves. 
11. Like the Yankee, the baokwoodsman was a wanderer, seldom in 
one place long, always ready to move on to new territory. 
12. Story-telling be~e a contest to see who could tell the most 
a..TDB.zing tales of his own adventures. The stories grew into enormous 
lies, stories of impossible happenings told with an air of absolute 
truth, which we now call tall tales. 
13. One of ·bhe backwoods 1 most famous characters was Davy Crockett, 
who actually lived and was a soldier and politician. He vvas well-
liked and so courageous, ingenious and clever that his faa ts be came 
a legend. Very soon even Davy himself could not distinguish his 
real adventures from the tales told about them, and he and his 
stories became a part of the folk-humor of the West. 
14. Davy could wring the tail . off a comet, carry hCJ!le five tiger 
cubs in his cap and had ridden on lightning. Such feats were 
typical of tall tale heroes, who always filled their stories with 
carunents about the country around than. 
15. The tall tales used the language of the people, who were creat-
ing a mole new every-day vocabulary. They created such words as 
flabbergasted, tarnacious, rampagious, absquatulate, and many others 
which were exclusively their own. 
16. Stories spread by word of mouth eventually found their vvay into 
newspapers and almanacs. 
17 • Tall tales became popular in New England and like the tall 
tales of the backwoods, dealt with conunon occurrences and the mater-
ial of every-day living. The Cape Cod monster and sea yarns were 
part of this New England tall tale humor. 
18. The New England sea chanteys, such as Blow the Man Down and 
Shenandoah, were examples of' stories in song:-----
19. SWeet Betsey f'ram Pike, written durdng the California Gold Rush 
in 1849, is an example of' a song of the West, written wi tb. nonsense 
verses and tall tale circumstances. 
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20. Paul Bunyan was the great tall tale figure of the Middle West. 
He and his o:x:, Babe, travelled from New England to Minnesota. 
21. In many of the stories, Yankees, backwoodsmen and Westerners 
are found rivalling each either, each defending his particular section. 
The critics and cammentators 
22. ~~ile the Yankees and backYroodsmen were svmpping tales, news-
papermen were creating such characters as Artemus Ward. 
23. The character of Artemus Ward vms created by c. F.Browne, a 
Boston newspaperman who travelled through the West in the 1850's. 
24. · Artemus >vas one of several humorous figures created by writers 
patterned after the Y~ee, with ~~s drawling speech and sharp vdt. 
Others were Sam Slick, a peddler, Major J~,ck Dow.nir.g. who made fun 
of · the presidency during Jackson's admini'stration, and Josh Billings. 
another Yankee. 
25. Through Artemus. Brow.ne commented on P~erican life. His lectures 
and books on the Monnons, his comments on s.lavery, delivered 
solemnly in popular slang., on the lecture stand, ahrn.ys in a slow 
puzzled drawl, and his books, written in popular dialect vlith 
grammatical and spelling errors, captured public attention. 
26. Artemus, Sam Slick and Jack Downing became popular figures 
abroad. \~ere they seemed to represent the laughable and astonish-
ing Amari cans. 
The South 
27. In the South, yarns were woven about the figure of the cracker-
box philpsophar. who sat in the village store and told stories to 
all who would 1i s ten. 
28. At the same time, vvhite men were listening to the songs · of 
the Negroes and building theatre productions called minstrel shows 
around the music and dances they heard. 
29. The Negro songs, made popular here and abroad by Jim Crow 
Rioe, a white man, often included nonsense verses and fantastic 
events similar to the tall tale. .b.mong such songs are 01' Dan 
Tucker, Turkey in~ Straw and Zip~· 
30. From these Negro songs, sung and copied by singers and dancers, 
Stephen Foster wrote such minstrel songs as Camptown l:laces. 
Mark Twain 
31. Like all of the American humorists. Mark 'l'wain had worked and 
trave:rlBd all over .America. He had been at various times a steam-
boat pilot, an apprentice printer, a soldier, an editor of a Western 
paper. He grew up along the Mississippi, in Missouri, one of the 
areas i n which Davy Crockett legends had grown. 
, 32. Twain created the figures of Tom sa:wyer and Huckleberry Finn. 
Both stories are full of the f olk humor and superstition of the 
people of the Mississippi Valley. 
33. In Innocents Abroad and TrSs Abroad, Twain becomes the un-
educat ed American traveling in 'urope, laughing at the ancient 
beauties of countries he knows nothing about. Europeans thought 
Tv~in disrespectful and impertinent; they did not always realize 
that he was also satirizing the Americanftendency to laugh at any-
t;zifn~ they were not familiar with or did not understand. 
34. During Twai n's travels 
which he turned into a tall 
Frog of Calaveras County." 
represented in tall tales. 
in California, he heard a folk story 
tale called "The Celeb.rated Jumping 
Thus every part of the country was 
35. "The Celebrated Jumping Frog" was one of the first and best 
attempts at incorporating folk humor into formal writing. Bret 
Harte, a friend of Twain's in California, also included this 
material, writing humorous, sentimental stories of the lives of 
California miners in their rough and ready regions. These stories 
·copied the language of the miners and are records of their lives, 
turned into stories. "The Luck of Roaring Camp" is ore of these 
stories. 
The ci. ty laughs 
36. As .America's population moved more and more into the cities, 
humorists began to record the stories of the inmigrant groups. 
Mr. Dooley, a comic stage figure created by F.P.Dunne, used an 
Irish brogue and homel:y· conun.ents to satirize political and histor-
ical flgures, . particularly those during the Spanish-American war. 
37. Ring Lardner used a humor of cruel irony to portray the lives 
of those ,m_o lived in cities. His famous character, Jack the 
Barber, used a peculiar city speech patter.n which became known as 
"Ringli sh." 
38~ o. Henry, the pen name of William Sidney Porter, wrote sympathe-
tically humorous stories of little people in cities. 
39. Clarence Day, in Life with Father, was one of several humor-
ists who recorded the problems-or young people and their parents. 
40. As people have felt themselves increasingly lost· in the vast-
n6ss of the cities, humorists such as Robert Benchley, James Thurber 
and E.B.Yvhite have written about their prob·lems and confusions• 
helping tham to laugh at themselves. 
41. George Gobel, Sam Levenson and Jackie Gleason might be 
called the Artemus Wards of our day: chatty, unsophisticated 1 
ordinary humorists who resemble the people who listen to them. 
42. Such musical production~ as Oklahoma. Plain ~ Fancy and 
Porgy~~ have used musJ.c based on American lang;uage and folk 
music. 
INrRODUCTION TO THE U11IT 
(To the teacher: This introduction is divided 
into two suggested sections. The first is an 
oral introduction, designed to demonstrate, in 
part, the oral beginnings of American humor, and 
to introduce the pupils to the flavor of American 
humor. The second section is a pretest.) 
Oral Introduction 
Several days before the beginning of the unit, sele"ct one or 
more capable class members to give (a) a reading from Artemus 
Ward in the style of one of his lectures, (b) a tall tale contest. 
in which several students familiar with a few of the more popular 
tall tales, conduct a tale telling fest, similar to those given 
in Kentucky and Tennessee in the 1820's, or (c) a dramatization of 
the narration of Twain's "Celebrated Jumping Frog of Calaveras 
Cmmty, n in which one student plays the vi.si tor while the other 
enacts the role of the prospector, recounting in a slow drawl the 
story of Jim Smiley. 
In subsequen·c discussion, the follow.ing points might be con-
sidered for emphasis: 
1. The physical setting of the stories or presentations 
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2. The method of' narration 
3. The underlying good humor of' each story 
4. The assumptions which may be made concerning American life 
at tha t ' particular period 
5. The methods of' characterization used 
Pretest 
(To the teacher: The f ollowing questions are suggested 
as sample pretest items. Skills pretesting may be used 
at the teacher's discretion. If' this pretest is to be 
readministered as part of' the f inal examination• it 
should~ be discussed in class.) 
To t he pupil: The purpose of' this pretest is to discover h ow mudb 
you already know about American humor in literature. You will not 
know all of' the answers to these questions and you are not expected 
to lo:J.ow them. Your score will not influence your final grade; it 
will only be used to determine oowhat we can most prof'i ta.bly spend 
our time. 
r. On your own paper~ write next to the number of the sentence the 
letter of' the phrase which best completes it. 
EXAMPlE: 
1. Davy Crockett was the first representa.ti ve f'ram the terri tory 
of a.. Kentucky be Alabama c • . Tennessee d. Texas 
1. c. 
1. The Knickerbocker History is a. a group of' essays about early 
New YOrk b. a humor ous history of' Holland c. a long poem about 
Pennsylvania d. a folk-song. 
' 2. The Ya.nke·e in American humor was most often pictured· as a. 
a . sailor b. a peddler c. a tramp d. an artist. 
3. The term ''Yankee" was a symbol in early America. This :means: : 
a. The Yankee was usually represented in pictures b. He was a leg-
endary figure who represented many of' the qualities of New Englanders 
c. He never existed d. His name was Uncle Sam. 
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4. .Another name for the Yankee was a. George b. Jonathan 
c. Cotton d . Abe. 
5. The ba ckwoods country of early .America included the area ·which 
is novr the state of a. Texas. b. New Mexico c. New Hampshire 
d . Tenne s see. 
6. Tall tale s are a. long stories in newspapers 
by native backwoodsmen a b out ·fantastic events c. 
America d. seldom heard now. 
b. stories told 
ori ginal in 
7. The stories about Davy Crockett and other frontier heroes are 
a. all true . b . usually fal~e. c. false, since Davy never lived, 
d. part t~uth and part tall tales. 
8.. Paul Bunyan's f~ous ox was named a. Joe b. Bill c. Babe 
d. Alexander. · 
. 
9. A chaniey' is a. an old run-down house b. a sea song c. a cow-
boy song d. a building used in early America for square dances. 
I 
10~ ,Artemus Ward was a. a vice-president of the United States who 
enjoye~ humorous yarns b. a charact er created by Charles BroWDe 
c. a tall tale hero d. an old seafarer in New En gland folklore. 
11. Minstrel sh owS were created by ae Negroes to entertain white 
Southerners b. white entertainers copying Negro folk songs and 
dances o. Negro slaves be f ore the Civil War d. Negroes in New 
Orleans • . ·· 
12. Mark Twain is an important Ame:dcan humorist because a. he 
could spin yarns easily b. he knew many folktales and wrote them 
down c. he canb ined typical American humor with realistic charac-
t erization d. he knew all important American humorists and could 
copy them. 
13. Leonard Ross' Hyman Kaplan is the story of a. a Russ i an 
peddler in America b. Jewish inunigrant in New York c. Svtedi sh 
butcher d. Russian inunigrant in the 1920's. 
14. Mr . Dooley became famous for his comments on a. the Spanish 
.American 'War b. the Civil. War c. World War II d. the Korean Wu. 
15. E . B.White '~ites a. familiar essays about city life b. short 
stories about Kentucky mountain families c. stories about farming 
in New England d. humorous comments on the lives of soldiers. 
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II. · You are to ~tch the names of characters with the r egion or 
area with which they are connected. Next to the number of the 
name on the right, place the letter of the re gion which the 
character best represents. 
1. Paul Bunyan 
2. Mike Fink 
3. Sa:m Slick 
4. Davy Crockett 
5. Walter Mitty 
6. Pecos Bill 
7. Tar Baby 
8. Wouter Van Twiller 
9. The Celebrated Frog 
10. Artemus Ward 
11. Tom Sawyer 
12~ Mr. Day 
13. Jack the Barber 
M. Luck 
15. stormalong 
III. Library Resources 
a. Tennessee 
b. New England 
c. California min~ng region 
d. Colonial New York 
e. Deep South 
f. New York City 
g. Far West 
h. Minnesota 
i. Mississippi River 
j. New England and the West 
k. Calaveras County, California 
1. New England seacoast 
m. Mississippi Valley, near 
Hannibal, Missouri 
n. New York City 
o. An East Coast city 
1. List the library resources you would use to find information 
on American folk music. 
a. (Card catalog) 
b. (Reader 1 s Guide) 
c. (Encyclopedias) 
2. You have the anthology, A Subtreasury of American Humor. In 
what two places would yo~ look to find a story by James Thurber? 
a. (Index) 
b. (Table of Contents) 
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3. You are looking for a IDa@azine article written a few years ago 
about Robert Eenchley. In what source would you look? 
a. (The Re~der's -~uide) 
4. You want the book, Penrod, by Booth Tarkington. List the two 
places in the card catalog under which you would loOk. 
a. (_Penrod) 
b. (Tarkington, Booth) 
5. Where in the oard catalog would you look to find the names 
of several books of tall tales? 
a. (Subject headings : Folklore; Folkhumor; .Legends; Tall Tates.) 
b. (Title or character headings: Bunyan, Paul; Crockett, David.) 
Key to Parts I and II 
I 
1. a. 6. b. 11. b. 
2. b. 7. d. 12. c. 
3. b. s. o. 13. b. 
4. b. 9. b. 14~ a. 
5. d. 10. b. 15. a. 
II 
1. h. 6. g. 11. m. 
2. i. 7. e. 12. n. 
3. b. a. d. 13. f. 
4. a. 9. k. 14. o. 
5. a. 10. j. 15. 1. 
COBB ACTIVITIES 
(To be presented, with the Study Guide, to the pupil.) 
(To the ·teacher: This unit is based upon one extensive reading 
activity, supported vdth numerous committee activities, any or all 
of which may be used. A suggested culminating activity might be 
an assEmbly program comprised of readings, dramatizations, dis-
cussions and panels on .American humor, cultural history, music and 
art, material for whioh might be derived frcm the committee work 
or from individual acti vi tie·s. Time should be reserved for pre-
testing on sld.lls and for pupil and teacher reading of stories and 
papers. The latter is particularly important here not only because 
humor is more enjoyable when shared, but also because the tradition 
of American humor has been largely oral, and is best reproduced in 
that way.) · 
A. Pupil Acti 'Vi ties 
1. Choose one author or several authors of the same period fram 
the reading list and read as much as possible of his (their) 
material. Using the guide question in the Study GUide ·1, be pre-
pared to write or report on the contribution of this material to 
American humor and the .American scene. 
2. Report all mterial which you read as directed in Study 
Guide 2. 
3. Keep a record of new vocabulary words which arise, in preparation 
for a quiz:. See Study Guide .lO .. 
4. Be prepared to take notes or to summarize class discussions or 
oral presentations. See Study Guide.9. 
5. Choose and participate in at least one commdttee acti•~ty. 
B. C anmi ttee activities 
Each conmi ttee will hand in, at the end of each week, a specific 
report of its work for that :vreek. Each committee "dll prepare 
a project for the assembly program. 
1. Tall tale oommi ttee s Read widely from tall tales of every region, 
particularly the West and New England. Discover exciting tall tales 
and present a program to the class. Be prepared to discuss the 
characteristics of tall tales and what they tell you abrut the super-
·s ti ti ons, habits and lives of the people • 
2. Crack:erbox committee: 11Craokerbox" is a tenn used to define 
the professional humorists of the South, such as the mythical David 
Hartml and Judge Priest. Read widely on such characters as Artemus 
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Ward1 Josh Billings, Sam Slick and otha- humorists of' the mid-18~' s 
a nd collect informati on about their creators, their style of delivery. 
their subjects and their importance. Present a program to the class. 
--3. Modern humor committee: Read widely in the humorists of' the 
20th century: Benchley;Thurber, Nash 1 Estes 1 McGinley, McCord, 
White, Marquis. Collect information abmt their lives, and read 
them carefully for their attitudes about modern American living. 
Remember that much of' our best modern humor is found in magazines. 
'· 4. Music and art committee: Collect the words and, if' possible, 
;· e cords of folk songs 1 ballads and spirituals, as well as i llustra-
tions for humorous stories and modern cartoons. Present a program 
t ·o the class of' this material. 
5. Library display committee: Collect and create illustrations, 
book jaokets, posters or any other material for a display of books, 
musio am/or art relating to American humor. Consult the librarian • 
. 6. .Alllerican life oommi ttee: Each author draws a · min iature picture 
of .Aiii.erica. Read widely from authors of' all dates and collect 
illustrations of the ways in which they record a portion of' .American 
l i ving. For e xample, i n Mark Twain's uThe Celebrated Jumping Frog 
of Calaveras County:· what does the prospector tell us about life 
in Calif.ornia mining canununi ties? "What are some of the words and 
expressions he uses which are typical of the language created in the 
West? Vfuat does the jumping trog contest tell you about life in the 
West? ,v'lho attended such contests? How does the prospector differ 
fr:cm the narrator? ~That section of the country could the narrator 
represent? Use any means you choose to present your progrmn. 
OPTIOI~ ACTIVITIES 
(To the pupil) 
If you v6. sh1 you may choose activities related to your conuni ttee 
activity. If so, try to do one completely individual acti vi ty1 
-which you may submit for inclusion in the fina l program. The starred 
activit ies ,may be done either individually or i n gr oups. 
*1• Make a collection of American vocabulary words and phrases. 
Compile these in a notebook, illustrate them if' you 'Wish, and make 
a brief' comment on the sources and baokgrounds of the phrases. 
Use both early American and modern language; your eNID. slang is 
typically American. 
2. Read H.L. Menoken's ~ :\merican Lan guage. Using background 
reading in American humor., wr~te a critical essay on dialects and 
re g;i.onalism in American speech. 
*3 . Read a number of tall tales and dramatize one or more. 
*4. Plan an oral reading of tall tales~ nonsense verses. short 
stories or folk tales. Practice catching the proper inflections 
and emphasis. 
5. Read selections fr om Jxtemus Ward• Josh Billi~s, Jack Downing 
or Hosea Bigelow. Prese:rrb a "lecture" as any one of these humori sts 
would have done it. 
*6• Present a s quare dance program, selecting a member of your 
group to call. Choose a s many tradi tio11al square dance calls as 
you can find. Consult the music department for recordi~~s; . see 
the Treasurl~American Folklore for traditional verses. 
7. Read a number of Yankee yarns and sea stories and report on 
them i n anyway you choose. 
*8• Plan a choral reading of nonsense verses. humorous poems. 
ballads or spirituals. 
9. Make a humor map of .America. Not e on it the h ome areas of 
famous humorists. and the l ocales of some of their stories. 
(Calaveras County. California,; Salt Lake City, Utah; The Hudson 
Va lley.) 
*10. Start a class tall tale. As leader of the group, select a 
moder n tall tale topic. Ask class members around the room to add 
to the tall tale., keep i ng the description s vivid ani lively. 
Choose a class recorder to copy the tale a nd to prepare it for 
display. 
11. Read a number of tall tales and i nvestigate their heroes. 
using the card catalog ani encyclopedias. Discover whether or 
not these heroes really lived and report on them to the class. 
12. Prepare several bookjackets of humorous books. 'ifrite short. 
inviting blurbs on each. 
13. Make a time chart of American humorists. Compare their da tes 
and the dates of publication of their books to r e l ated dates in 
American bi story. For example. read soroo of Major Jack Downing's 
essays. written dur i ng President Jacks on's administration, and 
compare these da tes on your chart. 
*14. Plan a program of humorous folks mgs and ballads, using either 
class talent or records. 
*15• Dramatize one or more stories by modern Amerioan humorists. 
Try to capture as much as possible the humorous situations >vhich 
the words describe. 
16. Read Constance Rourke's American Humor and select a method of 
reporting it to the class. You may want to read sections of it 
aloud~ illustrating from the authors named. write on itt or choose 
some other method of reporting. 
17. PantOmime various humorous characters such as tre Yankee, and 
the craokerbox philosopher. Let the class guess whom you represent. 
*18. Play a biography game with the class~ choosing events fran the 
lives and adventures of various characters in humorous literature. 
19. Collect modern cartoons and lead the class in a discussion of 
them. Emphasize what each cartoon tells you about modern Americans 
and the ;vay t hey live~ why the cartoons · are humorous, and which 
~re most enjoyable. .~range a display. 
20. Over a period of two or three \Wel~~ keep a log of radio or 
television programs. Post an the board coming programs with -comments. 
21. Lead the class in a discussion of radio and television humor. 
Announce your date several days in advance and invite the class to 
tlt.nink about such questions as: Is all "humor" really humorous? 
~fuat subject matter do the humorists use? Why are they appealing? 
How do they represent American life? 
22. Organize a. panel discussion on any of the following topics. 
Organize your material on cards from library reading ard class. 
discussions. · 
Matk Twain' I'Vhy One of Our Great Humorists? 
Humor about Jl • .merioa' s Immigrants 
The City in American Humor 
Folklore and Humor: What Have They Contributed to Each Other? 
The Family Htunorists: Hartzell Spence, CJarence Day, and 
Booth Tarkington 
*23. Read Edgar Lee Masters~ Spoon River Anthology, a. collection of 
imagimry New England epitaphs. Read excerpts aloud to the class, 
discussing Masters! version of the Yankee. 
24. Create an advertisement or poster advertising an Artemus Ward 
lecture, a Sam SliGk performance or a reading from Mark Twain. Try 
to capture the spirit of each as it would have been presented at 
the time. 
25. Write a modern tall tale or a. tall tale based on the adventures 
of same folklore hero. Read or dramatize it for the class. 
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26. Write a humorous account of some pars onal experience. 
27. Choose one of the follmving topics. Read at least five selections 
chosen from the card catalog or Reader's Gu-ide, or the Encyclopedia, 
ani use them as a basis for writing a short paper _, (1500 words) • 
.Arra:r:ge your reading notes on 3x5 cards, with main headings for each 
new topic. Use these to supply topic sentences and main thoughts 
in your writing. Use footnotes,and bibliogr~hy. Consult your 
tea cher for a simple guide. 
Local Color in American, Humor 
Tall Tale Heroes of the West 
Jaines Thurber, Humorist 
New England Sea Chanteys 
Famous Yan.."'<:ees in Aroeri can Humor 
Minstrel Shows 
Immigrants in Arneri can Rumor 
.· Regionalism in Amari can Humor 
28. Consult Max Eastman's The Enjoyment of Lau~ter, E.B. Vfu.ite 1 s 
introduction to! Subtreas'Ur'Y ~ .AmerioanHum.dt" 1 ar:d other sources 
for a definition of American humor. Lead the class in a discussion 
of the de i'ini ti ons and compose a de i'ini tion of your own. 
29. Write one or more humorous verses, using any topic you choose. 
30. Write imaginative newspaper headlines for several tall tale 
ind.dents. Keep them short, lively and. to the point. If you choose, 
you may wri. te accounts. of' tall tale incidents and post "them, or use 
the headlines for a class guessing game. 
31. Write brief character sketches of one or more tall tale heroes. 
STUDY GUIDE 
(To the pupil) 
Reading Reports 
1. In your reading in American humor, consider the following 
questions: 
About whom and what does the author write? 
What does the author tell us about the people of his time? 
Their beliefs? Their amusements? Their occupations? Their 
fanily life? Their values? 
Does the author deal with any incidents in our history? 
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What dces he S!AY about these incidents? 
Does he se~ to represent any particular group of Americans 
or any region? How do you know? 
'What do you think was his purpose in writing this material? 
2. Report all reading on 3x5 cards according to the following 
guide. Be prepared to answer factual questions which t'li.ll be asked 
from time to time regarding your reading. 
Your name: -
Selection: - -Author:- - "Vi.hen written:-
Approximate number of pages read: 
Type of selection: (short story, novel, poem) 
One sentence illustrating the .mood of the selection: -
Library~ 
3. If you are writing a paper, preparing a discussion or as sisting 
on a committee, you will be doing library work. Your chief tools 
are the card catalog for books, the Reader's Guide for periodicals, 
and the encyclopedia for more scholarly information. Know what you 
are looking for. 
4. If you are looking for information on tall tales, for example, 
you may look under this heading in any one-of""the sources. You 
may also look under the names of tall tale heroes, Bunyan, Paul, 
or Crockett, David, for example. · Check also any related references 
which the catalog cards, Reader's Guide or encyclopedia may give you. 
5. For a book by an author whose name you knO\v, see the card oat-
alog~ under the author's name. For example, look under Day, Clarence, 
for any books by this author. · You can also find the author of a 
book whose name you knov-r by looking under the book title; for example, 
see Life With Father to find the name of its author. 
--
6. In any library work, take notes on 3x5 cards with headings. Use 
these headings to organize your oral or written work. 
VITi ting 
7 • Your writing on reports will be jwiged on these points: Organi-
zation, characterized by topic sentences and easily followed sequence 
of ideas, forcefulness of expression and vocabulary, correct usage, 
understanding of material. Your original writing will be based on 
these points: Organization for maximum emphasis and best develop-
ment of contrast and climax, forcefulness of expr"ession and vocabu-
lary, correct usage. 
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Speaking 
8. Your oral reporting will be judged ·on these points: Organiza -
tion, clarity of expression• correctness of usage, and your poise 
and presence in presentation. 
Listening 
9. In your summaries of class discussion, write under the main 
ideas the supporting details. Note any errors you hear, or any 
conclusions which you believe are unsupported. In summaries of 
stories wi1ich are read or told, note the outline of the story and 
the climax. Note any amusing contrasts or comparisons. 
V ocabularz 
10. Keep a list in your vocabulary notebook of mw words, copying 
the sentences in 'Which the word appears and giving its meani!l.g in 
each of those sentences. 
EVALUATION 
(To- the teacher: It is sugge sted that one-half -of the evaluation 
of the unit consist of the readministering of the pretest and the 
administerin g of a final examination. - One~lialf should consist of 
inspection of reading Oa.rds, written reports and stories and ariy 
other suitable material, observation of committee work and oral 
reporting, and grading of the vocabulary quiz -or other quizzes 
which might be administered in specific skills areas. Questions 
·following are sample items which might be included in-.a final 
examination.) 
Final Test 
I. Next to the number of the name or e xpression on the left, vvrite 
the lett er of the phrase on t he right vihich best matches it. 
1. Charles F . Browne 
2 . Sam Slick 
3 . Mark Twain 
4. Penrod 
5. Tall tale 
a. Play which first popularized 
the Yankee on the sta ge. 
b. Lived in Teru~essee, Kentucky 
or Virginia. 
c. Fantastic events , fri ght eD..i!l..g 
circumstances, slow humor. 
6. Uncle Remus and Br 1er Rabbit 
d. Yanke e peddler te lling -~¥estern 
tall tales. 
7. Backwoodsma..."1 
s. Ya!ll<:e e 
9. The Contrast 
10. Minstrelsy 
1. g 
2 .. d 
3. j 
4. i 
5. c 
Key 
a. e 
7. b 
8 .. f 
9. a 
10. h 
e. Satire on white men. 
f. Rival to backvvoodsmen, fr ontiersmen. 
g . Newspaper e ditor fl•om New England 
who creat e d Artemus Ward . 
h .. Songs written by white men . 
i. Resembles Tom Sawyer. 
j. St ories e~d nove l s based on 
f olklore of the pe ople . 
II. &"1sw-er t he f ollowing questions in the space provi ded bet-v-veen each 
tvro questions. 
1. What were some of the l egendary characteris tics of the Yankee ? 
2. Ylhat is meant by the American tradi ti on of oral humor ? 
3. fuat v.rere some of the subjec t s of .Artemus Ward's vr.r itings and lectm·es? 
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4. vVhat was t he appearance o£ Ichabod Crane? 
5. List five words invented by tellers o£ tall tales. 
6. '\Th.o was Major Jack Dm'Vlling? 
7. How did the craCkerbox stories di£fer £rom tho se of the £rontier? 
s. Vfuo was Jim Crow Rice? 
9. How did Mark Twain's boyhood and travels equip him to write? 
10. Wh o was the hero o£ the flatboatmen? 
lle Vfuat was the importance o£ characters such as Mr. Dooley and Hyman 
Kaplan? 
12. What was the set·bing o£ most of o. Henry's stories? 
13. 'What is the theme of Life~ Father? 
14. Name two musical productions based on American £olklore. 
15. Describe brie£ly the subjects of the humor of Thurber and 
E.B. White. 
16. Name three books which discuss American family life. 
III. Describe a tall tale contest in the 1830's. 
organize your discussion. 
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Be specific and 
IV • Choose any one of the following and i n three brief paragraphs., 
tell who the characte r was and describe him., the type of humor he 
represented., am his i mportance in American humor. 
Sam Slick Mr. Dooley Penrod 
Artemus Ward Mr . Day Vfal ter Mi tty 
. Mike Fink Mr. Spence Archie 
V. Explain and illustrate the statement: 
Humor first divided America., then united it. 
OTHER EVALUATION 
Teacher Evaluation 
1. Evaluation of reading: Evaluation of readi ng card comments 
and oral reports on reading in tenns of studenl:; 's awareness of 
mood and purpose, his ability to i nfer facts about Anierican life 
from material which he ha s read, his ability to organize details 
and his ability to dramatize readi n g imaginatively. 
2. Evaluation of writing: Evaluation by teacher, class and pupil 
of all written wcrk i n tenns of Study Guide item 7 , which refers 
to Speoif'i c Objecti vas 5G6 H and I. Evahl.ation also i n terms of 
grasp of na ter ial. 
3. Evaluation of speaking: Evaluation by teacher, class and pupil 
of all oral work in tenns of Study Guide item l8 1 which refers to 
Specific Objectives 5J, K, L, and M. Evaluation will also be in 
t erms of grasp of material. 
4. Evaluation of listening: Evaluati on in terms of Study Guide 
Item "9.., whi ch refers to Specific Objecti vas 5N, 0 a nd P. 
5. Vocabulary grffivth: The following words are o osely connected 
with the un:i.. t. 
authentic 
characterist ic 
context 
culture 
development · 
environment 
fantsy 
frontier 
grotesque 
image 
infer 
interpretati on 
literary 
locale · · 
metaphor 
myth . 
plausible 
primitive 
realism 
re gional 
sinlile . 
s ooiology 
spe oula ti on 
urban 
Pupil Evaluation 
Pupil-teaoher evaluation of the pupil's work may be 
individual conferences. The pupil may wish to construct 
progress chart, in terms of the objectives of the unit. 
questions as tre following may serve as a guide. 
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done in 
a pers onal 
Such 
1. Has the pupil's enjoyment of American literature increased? 
2. Is the pupil aware of increased understandings and knowledges 
in the areas of language and folkl ore? 
3. Is the pupil more aware of the way in which American humor traces 
Ameri.ca' s social g;r-ov.rth 1 
4. Does the pupil better understand t~ conoepts of regionalism 
and local oolor? 
5. Does the p~pil understand the role of humor as an expression 
of Ameri~ self-criticimn and good humor? 
6. Does the pupil understand the role of American humor in uniting 
the di~erse regions of the nation? 
7. Does the pupil better understand the values expressed in Amer-
ican humor? 
e. Has his own sense of humor been sharpened? 
9. Has the pupil's understanding of ethnic and religious groups 
other' than his own been deepened? 
10. Is the pupil bet·ter able to read for the mood and purpose of 
a selectii.on? 
11. Is the pupil better able to read for details and inferences? 
12. I .s the pupil more aware of metaphor, simile and imagery through 
a study of American language? 
13. Is the pupil's range of concepts increased by new vocabulary 
words and phrases? 
14. Is the pupil better able to organize a written assignment for 
maximum effect? 
15. Has the pupil achieved greater mastery over his usage and 
mechanics? 
16. Has the pupil's oral reporting improved i n clarity and force-
fulness, and organization? 
17. Does the pupil feel better able to appear before a group? 
18. Has the accuracy of the pupil's listening increased? 
19. Is the pupil more aware of contrast and climax in oral story-
telling? 
20. Is the pupil better able to distinguish main from subordinate 
ideas in an oral discussion or report and to detect error? 
21. Is the pupil better able to handle the resources of the library 
and to take notes? 
22. Does the pupil have a sharper concept of America's geogr~phy? 
23. Is the pupil more aware of the for.m of a story or novel? 
24. Has the pupil developed greater knovrledge for and appreciation 
of American music ~nd art? 
25. Is the pupil bet·ber ab le ·co vvork harmoniously with the group? 
,¥' 
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ABSTRACT 
The primary aim of this thesis is to construct two units on 
humor for use in teaching literature in grade eleven. Two secondary 
aims are to outline the relevance of humor to the teaching of the 
language arts, and particularly to the teaching of American literature, 
and to summarize much of the research on the development of American 
humor in literature. Both units presented are untested. llfuile the 
four major phases of the language arts, . reading, writing, speaking 
and listening are considere~ reading is emphasized. Folklore, music 
and art are considered as they are relevant to humor. 
There is a vast learning potential in the study of humor. An 
analysis of humorous literature reveals that such techniques as comic 
metaphor, comic imagery, understatement and overstatement, and aouble 
meanings are also legitimate literary devices. Many other comi c de-
vices, including illog~caL-transit:i:ons, unintentional puns and dangling 
' 
modifiers are frequently unwitting errors of student writing , perhaps 
correctible when seen as unintended but potential humor. Some teachers 
have employed i~formal humor by caricaturing the stereotyped lit erary 
figures. 
The new emphasis placed by the National Council of Teachers of: 
English on habitua l reading for enjoyment has fortified t he study of 
humorous literature in the classroom, as have research studies 
demonstrating students' liking for humorous selections. In addition 
t o the releas e provided by humorous reading is the ins i ght it can 
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provide upon human motives and human nature. Such hUmorists as James 
Thurber and E.B.White have commented on this serious facet of' humor. 
To students of Americ~~ literature, the progress of American 
humor has been a.n Lmportant index to our folkways~ our social history 
and our national point of vim~, insofar as one can be defined. 
In accomplishing one of the secondary aims of the thesis, current 
statements on the purpose of education in a democracy have been re-
corded. The affirmation of the role of education in training all 
children for competent citizenship has led to changes in the curricula 
and techniques of all of the subject areas, and particularly of the 
language arts. From its original program of training:i.:rLtJ~.classics, 
language arts now emphasizes, with specific accomplishments in sub-
ject ·matter, ten major objectives , developed by the National Council. 
These objectives accent. development of the emotional 1 intellectual 
and social capabilities of the child. 
Basic to the changed approach to literature has been the redefini-
tion o.f its goals, nmv emphasizing the personal response of the child 
to his reading. Dora V. Smith and Robert C. Pooley1 leaders in the 
National Council~have affirmed this redefinition. Paralleling this 
n~l point of view have been the introduction of extensive reading, 
providing a choice of graded reading material to suit the particular 
t child, and literature written expressly for young adults. The ex-
perience approach, ina\],gurated by the National Council, has been aimed 
at providing wide , student-centered r eading . 
With the accent on youth-centered literature has been the impetus 
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. . 
toward material orienting young people to the contemporary wor ld ~ 
with emphasis on American literature. 
Within the field of American literature, American humor has 
recently been recognized as one of the important contributions to 
our so-called "iiterature of the soil, 11 and a significant cultural 
index. Recording the strains and excitement of a new nation and 
its people, American humor served in the late Colonial and early 
frontier period as ~~ outlet for the people and as identification 
for divergent regions. The wandering, sharp talking Yankee , the 
tall-tale spinning frontiersman, and the backwoodsman were adopted 
by the people as the picture of what they wanted to be, ~~~in p~, 
were. Bearing a characteristically realistic satire, a friendly 
good humor and sharp penetration, American humor had ramifications 
in our literature. The American short story is attributed i~ part 
to the tall tale, while American realism may have had its roots in 
the trenchant observation of the newspapermen who created Artemus 
Ward, Bill Arp, John Billings, Petroleum Nasby and their ilk . 
Southern humor produced Negro minstrel sy, while Mark Twain, by 
nature a humorist, took the folklore of the Mississippi region and 
the frontier region of Davy Crockett, Mike Fink and other half real, 
half le gendary figuxes of f0lklore, the tall tale technique of the 
West and Southwest, and the pathetically comic itinerant fi gures of 
early America# comb ine.d them with precise, artful characterization 
and sly wit and produced literary types of first magnitude in American 
literature . 
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Beyond the 1870's ~nerican humor was represented in the immigrant 
characterizations of Peter Finley Dunne (Mr. Dooley), Myra Kelly, 
., 
T.A. Dalyr end other delineators of national strains. The city was 
further expressed in the pathos of 0. Henry, the sympathetic wit of 
Clarence Day, the sardonic satire of Ring Lardner and the subtle 
wit of Don :Marquis, James Thurber and E.B. 1N.hite . 
Educators as far back as 1907 recognized the importance of 
training in humor for maturity; current educators now stress it. 
The Experience Curriculum devoted two sections to material on humor, 
while the public schools of the cities of Hampton, Pennsylvania, 
Denver , Colorado, Atlanta, Georgia and Baltimore, Maryland, and the 
states of Pennsylvania, Nevada and Florida suggest specific teaching 
material on humor. 
Tlie first unit presented, nLaughing Stock: Humor in Literature" 
offers general information en the psychology of humor, types of 
literary humor and the appropriate~ess and purpose of various kinds 
of humor. The unit is accompanied by a reading list of humor of 
many nations, arranged in three levels of difficulty. Specific 
language arts objectives cite a.bili ty to distinguish denotative 
and connotative words and sense appealing words, recognition of 
climax and contrast in a story, and increased ability to see a 
mental picture. 
The second u.nit , nHurnor in .American Literature" covers 
material from Washington Irving to E.B. Vfuite , stressing American 
humor as a guide to tho social history of America and as an interpreta -
..:.gg ... 
tion of American character. From frontier and early New Eng land 
humor , the unit moves to the political and regional wr iting of the 
middle 1800 1 s, then to the urpan li teratttre of the 1900 1 s. Not 
strictly chronological, the unit delimitations present the pro gress 
of our humor in parallel themes . Reading me.terial includes all of 
the major American humor i sts of all regions and periods J with con-
siderable stress on t all tales and folk humor. As in the previous 
unit , the reading list is . arranged in three levels of diffi01.1l t y. 
.. gg_ 
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